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Symbol Key

! Great!

" Don’t

# Horrible

$ Broken



Separation of Concerns 

Divide computer program into separate concerns, each 
focusing on a specific resource 

Structure & meaning: HTML 

Presentation: CSS 

Behavior: JavaScript 

Note: there are exceptions to each of these!



If you think about it, all documents — printed or digital 
— have similar components:  

headings & subheadings • paragraphs • lists • a way to 
group sections of content together • headers & footers • 
images (& other media) • ways to emphasize text • 
tables • forms • & more 

HTML provides you with elements to create all of those



HTML 4.01 consists of 
91 elements that tell 
the web browser about 
the webpage’s structure 
& appearance 

HTML5 consists of 115 
elements, with 31 obsolete 
or deprecated



Your First 
Webpage



<html>, <head>, & <body>

<meta> & <title>

<h1>, <p>, & <br>



Basic Document 
Structure



<html> 

<head> 

<body>



<html> … </html> 

Root of the HTML document 

Tells rendering engines where HTML starts & ends



<head> … </head> 

Contains: 

» Information & metadata primarily for rendering 
engines, computers, & search bots 

» Resources (CSS & JavaScript) for displaying the page





<body> … </body> 

Content that appears in the viewport for humans to see 
& use 

Sectioning root for the content on the webpage (more in 
Sectioning later)



<html>
  <head>
    …
  </head>
  <body>
    …
  </body>
</html>



Inside 
<head>



<meta> 

<title>



Metadata is data about data



Metadata about Linux Phrasebook, Bnd Edition



Certain elements in HTML act as metadata about the 
webpage 

These elements set up… 

» how content will be presented (e.g., <style>) or 
behave (e.g., <script>), 

» how the webpage relates to other documents (e.g., 
<link>), or 

» provide other information (e.g., <meta> & <title>)



<meta>

Specifies metadata information about the document 

No closing </meta>!



Can have several <meta> elements in <head> 

<head>
  <meta charset="utf-8">
  <meta name="description" content="Do NOT 
read this!">
  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-
width, initial-scale=1, shrink-to-fit=no">
</head>

Useful

Use with responsive (later!)

Required



<title> … </title> 

Title of the webpage used by browsers, computers, & 
search bots 

Appears by default for humans to see in… 

» Tab bar 
» Bookmarks 
» Title bar (most browsers hide the title bar now)



<head>
  <title>Document Title</title>
</head>



Pick good keywords for your <title> 

Google gives the words in <title> a lot of weight in 
ordering search results 

Try to keep it under 60 characters — research suggests 
if you do ~ 90% of your titles will display properly in 
search engine results



Don’t be vague: <title>Introduction</title> 

Don’t be too long: <title>Encyclopædia Britannica; 
or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and 
miscellaneous literature; Constructed on a 
Plan, by which the different sciences and arts 
Are digested into the Form of Distinct 
treatises or systems, comprehending The 
History, Theory, and Practice, of each, 
according to the Latest Discoveries and 
Improvements</title>



Good examples: 

<title>Great Horned Owl | St. Louis Zoo</title>

<title>Letterboxd • Social film discovery</title>

<title>All Presentations | Scott Granneman
</title>

<title>Wingspan Rules | Rulepop</title>

<title>Leonardo da Vinci - Wikipedia</title>



Don’t try any tricks! 

No keyword stuffing: <title>H. P. Lovecraft 
horror weird monsters Cthulhu pulp Yog-Sothoth 
cosmic Mountains Madness</title>



<title> should include both the title of the page & the 
name of the website — for the user & for SEO 

Page should go first, then a separator, & then the site 

<title>Assignments | Scott Granneman</title>
<title>Technology - The New York Times</title>
<title>Site Map :: WebSanity Help</title>

It doesn’t matter what the separator is — we like :: 
because it looks cool %



<title>Animals | Saint Louis Zoo</title>

Why the page first & then the site? 

So the page title shows up on tabs, even if it gets cut off



Inside 
<body>



<h1> 

<p> 

<br>



<h1>

Title of the webpage for humans to see 

<h1> often shares some of the same text as in <title> 

Use it only once per page (usually)





<h1> does not have to be the very first thing on the 
webpage







<p> … </p> 

Paragraph 

Very common element!





Built-in browser styles provide default formatting for 
<p> (& all elements, actually)



Top & bottom margins



Block style — no indentation



Ragged right margin



You can use CSS to justify the right side so it’s even 
instead of ragged, but don’t — it will look OK until it 
looks horrendous 

It looks terrible in Word too!







& FORMATTING GUIDE

1.
2.
3.

<p>
  You fool, Warren is dead!
</p>

!

1. <p>You fool, Warren is dead!</p>

"

1.
2.

<p>You fool, Warren is dead!
</p> #











& FORMATTING GUIDE

Don’t forget </p>! 

<p>
  123 Fourth Street Arkham, MA 65340
    <p>
      colors@miskatonic.edu
        <p>
          Socialize
            <p>
              Social media goes here

"



& FORMATTING GUIDE

<p>
  Cthulhu
</p>
Yog-Sothoth
<p>
  Nyarlathotep
</p>

No free-floating text!

<p>
  Cthulhu
</p>
<p>
  Yog-Sothoth
</p>
<p>
  Nyarlathotep
</p>

If not <p>, then something
" !



<br>

Line break 

Looks like single spacing 

Very limited uses: poetry & addresses 

No </br>!



<br> can go at the beginning or 
end of a line 

I prefer it at the beginning so 
it’s easier to see when scanning 
down through code



Warning! 

Never use 2 <br> consecutively to create a fake 
paragraph, as it complicates styling with CSS!



<br>
<br>The Dunwich horror itself came between
Lammas and the equinox in 1928… 

! 

<p>
  The Dunwich horror itself came between
Lammas and the equinox in 1928…
</p>



<br>
<br>The Dunwich horror itself came between
Lammas and the equinox in 1928… 

! 

<p>
  The Dunwich horror itself came between
Lammas and the equinox in 1928…
</p>

$



'PRO TIP

So, why isn’t there a </br>? 

HTML5 spec defines the following as void elements*: 
<br>, <hr>, <img>, <input>, <link>, <meta>, <source>, 
<track>

Void elements do not contain content, so they lack a 
closing tag (remember, there is no </br> or </hr>)

* There are others besides these; I just listed the elements you will commonly use



'PRO TIP

XHTML (2000–2014) required that all void elements 
also be self-closing, so instead of <br> you had to use 
<br/> or <br /> — that opens & closes the element in 
the same tag 

HTML5 dropped the requirement for self-closing void 
elements — so never use <br/> or <br />!



& FORMATTING GUIDE

<p>
  <br>Better yet, if called by a panther,
  <br>Don’t anther.
</p>

Never have a <br> as the first thing in any element 

<p>
  Better yet, if called by a panther,
  <br>Don’t anther.
</p>

"

!



& FORMATTING GUIDE

</ul>
<br> Tools
<ul>

Huh? 

</ul>
<p>
  Tools
</p>
<ul>

$

!







Headings



<h1> … </h1>
<h2> … </h2>
<h3> … </h3>
<h4> … </h4>
<h5> … </h5>
<h6> … </h6> 

Headings, from biggest (most important) to smallest 
(least important)



Headings are like an outline 

They break up content &  
establish hierarchy 

Useful for SEO

























<h1>

Title of the webpage for humans to see 

<h1> often shares some of the same text as in <title> 

Use it only once per page



<h2>

Generally used as the most important label in a non-
<body> section



<h4>

By default, the same font size as <p>



<h5> & <h6> 

If you’re using those, you’re probably going too deep 

Plus they’re really small — by default <h5> is 89% of <p> 
& <h6> is 60%!



Use as many headings per page as you need 

Search engines (probably) give text inside headings 
extra weight, so use good keywords



The first heading in a section labels that section 

Any other heading creates an implicit section & also 
labels that implicit section





















Try never to immediately follow a heading with another 
heading 

<h2>The Call of Cthulhu</h2>
<h3>By H.P. Lovecraft</h3>

A heading should always be followed by content

"



Nest headers correctly 

Do not skip or jump levels 

Headers should never decrease by more than 1 

<h2> followed by <h3> is !% 

<h2> followed by <h4> is "(





& FORMATTING GUIDE

<p>
  <h2>The Call of Cthulhu</h2>
</p>

Never surround <h1>–</h6> with <p> 

<h2>The Call of Cthulhu</h2>

"

!



& FORMATTING GUIDE

<h2>
  The Call of Cthulhu
</h2>

Normally I put headings on 1 line, but you don’t have to 
(you do use fewer lines in your code with just 1 line) 

<h2>The Call of Cthulhu</h2> !

!"



& FORMATTING GUIDE

<p>
  <b>The Call of Cthulhu</b>
</p>

Do not make fake headings! 

<h4>The Call of Cthulhu</h4> !

#



<hgroup> 

Contains a heading + related content, like a “sub-
heading, alternative title, or tagline” 

Must consist of zero or more <p>, followed by heading, 
followed by zero or more <p>









Lists



<li> 

<ul> & <ol>

<dl>, <dt>, <dd> ! See Bonus section



3 types of lists

Unordered 
(Bulleted)

Ordered 
(Numbered)

Description 
(Definition)

• Fee 
• Fie 
• Fo 
• Fum

1. Alien 
2. Aliens 
3. Alien³

Lovecraft 
Cthulhu 

Burroughs 
Tarzan 

Dent 
Doc Savage





Type of List

Unordered Ordered Description

Main Element <ul> <ol> <dl>

List Item Element <li> <li> <dt> & <dd>



<li> … </li> 

List items in both unordered & ordered lists 

Can be inside either <ul> or <ol>

Do not use on its own!





& FORMATTING GUIDE

<li>
  The Call of Cthulhu
</li>

Normally I put <li> on 1 line, but you don’t have to (if 
you don’t, 8 <li>s take up 24 lines in your code!) 

<li>The Call of Cthulhu</li> !

!"



<ul> … </ul> 

Unordered list 

Used when item order doesn’t matter 

Usually displayed with a solid bullet •, with sub-lists 
using other symbols ◦ ▪ (all controllable via CSS)





<ol> … </ol> 

Ordered list 

Used when item order matters 

Usually displayed with Arabic numbers (1.), but can 
use other numbering 01 I i A a  (all controllable via 
CSS)





Attributes 

» type: numbering type (1, A, a, I, i), but use CSS 
instead 

» reversed: <li>s are numbered in reverse order 
» start: start value for numbering <li>s, but value is 

always an Arabic numeral (start="3", even if III or 
C is used)







<ol>

reversed – 79 18 6.1 6 20 4.4



You can nest unordered & ordered lists, as many levels 
deep as you’d like





The sub-list must nest inside the parent’s <li> … </li>



" !

<ol>
  <li>Great Old Ones</li>
  <ol>
    <li>Cthulhu</li>
  </ol>
</ol>

<ol>
  <li>Great Old Ones
    <ol>
      <li>Cthulhu</li>
    </ol>
  </li>
</ol>

















Now let’s reverse back out













Combining <ul> & <ol> is a bit weird, but allowed





& FORMATTING GUIDE

<p>
  <ul>
    …
  </ul>
</p>

Never surround <ul>, <ol>, & <dl> with <p> 

<ul>
  …
</ul>

"

!



Character 
References



How would you insert a ¢ in your text? Or a ≥? Or ∞? 

They’re not on your keyboard 

)



The solution: character references 

3 kinds of character references: 

1. Named, e.g. &copy;
2. Decimal numeric, e.g. &#169;
3. Hexadecimal numeric, e.g. &#xA9;

All begin with & & end with ;



You might see these in some code 

&amp;
&copy;
&quot;
&nbsp;

Those are named character references (formerly 
referred to as HTML entities or character entities)



HTML versions & number of named character 
references introduced

HTML 1 3 (amp, lt, gt)

HTML 2 63

HTML 3.2 34

HTML 4 153

HTML5 1258 new + 84 additions to earlier ones 
(For example, gt was defined in HTML 1, but in HTML5 GT was added)



All character references — named or numeric — begin 
with & & end with ; 

Between those symbols, named character references 
use case-sensitive letters (A-Z & a-z), along with 
numbers (0-9) in a few cases



Letters act as mnemonics

&copy; © &sect; § &ouml; ö

&trade; ™ &para; ¶ &Eacute; É

&quot; " &frac14; ¼ &eacute; é

&ldquo; “ &mdash; — &divide; ÷

&rdquo; ” &lt; < &middot; •

&hellip; … &gt; > &check; ✓





In addition to named character references, which use 
letters, you can also represent Unicode code points 
using numbers, in either decimal or hexadecimal form 

These still start with & & end with ;



Decimal numeric character references

&#169; © &#167; § &#246; ö

&#8482; ™ &#182; ¶ &#201; É

&#34; " &#188; ¼ &#233; é

&#8220; “ &#8212; — &#247; ÷

&#8221; ” &#60; < &#183; •

&#8230; … &#62; > &#10003; ✓



Unicode Block: Arrows

↑ is 2191 • ↬ is ? • ⇉ is ? • ⇦ is ?



Unicode Block: Arrows

↑ is 2191 • ↬ is 21aC • ⇉ is ? • ⇦ is ?



Unicode Block: Arrows

↑ is 2191 • ↬ is 21aC • ⇉ is 21c9 • ⇦ is ?



Unicode Block: Arrows

↑ is 2191 • ↬ is 21aC • ⇉ is 21c9 • ⇦ is 21e6



Named character references are easier to remember, 
but there are far more numerics

< © & é

Named &lt; &copy; &amp; &eacute;

Decimals &#60; &#169; &#38; &#233;

Hex &#x3C; &#xA9; &#x26; &#xE9;



No names — numbers only

♩ ♕ ⌘ *

Quarter note White chess 
queen

Place of interest 
sign

Pile of poo

Named – – – –

Decimals &#9833; &#9813; &#8984; &#128169;

Hex &#x2669; &#x2655; &#x2318; &#x1f4a9;





&nbsp; is a non-breaking space 

It glues words together so they can’t be split apart





Great resource!



Another great resource





Instead of using character 
references we can use 
UTF-8 characters directly 

How?



 > System Preferences > Keyboard



macOS 10.15 Catalina 

 > System Preferences > 
Keyboard > Keyboard 

Check the box next to 
Show Keyboard, Emoji, & 
Symbol Viewers In Menu 
Bar



macOS 11 Big Sur & up 

 > System Preferences > 
Keyboard > Input Sources 

Check the box next to 
Show Input menu in menu 
bar



macOS 13 Ventura & up 

 > System Settings > 
Keyboard



Turn on Show Input menu 
in menu bar



Text Input (formerly Show Keyboard, Emoji, & Symbol 
Viewers) menu extra appears



Emoji & Symbols



Double-click on a character to insert it



Character Viewer also contains emoji +,-



✏ SIDE NOTE

You can also open directly to Emoji by pressing !"#



✏ SIDE NOTE

Starting in macOS 12 
Monterey, you can press $ 
(or fn if your laptop does 
not have a $ on it) to open 
directly to Emoji



Customize the Character Viewer



Customize the Character Viewer



Customize the Character Viewer



Customize the Character Viewer



Customize the Character Viewer



Customize the Character Viewer



What I enable



I enable these: Emoji • Unicode • Arrows • Bullets & 
Stars • Currency Symbols • Latin • Math Symbols • 
Pictographs • Digits - All • Letterlike Symbols - All 
• Enclosed Characters • Musical Symbols • Parentheses 
- All • Geometrical Shapes • Ideographical Characters 
• Punctuation - All • Signs & Standard Symbols 
• Technical Symbols • Divination Symbols • Dingbats



Keyboard Viewer



Keyboard Viewer with % pressed



Keyboard Viewer with %& pressed



Start/'Win+Q > Search for Character Map



Character Map



'Win+./'Win+; opens the Emoji Keyboard on Windows 
10 & above



Windows 10



This window is not re-
sizable, so you get to scroll 
with only 5 lines visible at 
a time /



In Windows 10, you just start 
typing when the window 
opens to filter the emoji 

However, nowhere does it 
show you what you are 
typing! Ridiculous! 

Here, for instance, I was 
typing letters to search for 
fruit — any idea where I am 
in that? Me neither!



In Windows 10, you just start 
typing when the window 
opens to filter the emoji 

However, nowhere does it 
show you what you are 
typing! Ridiculous! 

Here, for instance, I was 
typing letters to search for 
fruit — any idea where I am 
in that? Me neither!



It sucks in Windows 11 too



Clipboard history 

Symbols 

Kaomoji 

GIF 

Emoji 

Most recently used



You still only see 5 lines at 
a time, & you cannot resize 
the window! 

(Not to mention that they 
are uggggggggggly)



Great — we can search for 
crappy GIFs



It’s labeled as Kaomoji…



…but on the actual screen 
Windows refer to them as 
“Ascii Emoticons” 

It’s ASCII, not Ascii 

Kaomoji are a specific type 
of emoticon, but nowhere 
else on this screen is the 
word kaomoji ever used



You have to horizontally 
scroll to see the groups?!?



What about Symbols? 

There are well thousands 
of symbols on this screen 

No search! Useless!



It’s so helpful to let us see 
6 (kind of) lines at a time 
to get through those 1000s 
of symbols 

And remember — you 
cannot resize the window 
0



We do get the stupid 
horizontal scrolling thing 
at the top though



What if you want to learn 
the name of a symbol? Or 
learn the number you need 
to type it out on the 
number keypad?  

Just hover over the 
symbol, right? Right?





Oh, a clipboard manager! 
Those are great!



Do not enable this 

It is awful 

There are much better 3rd-
party clipboard managers 
that don’t suck like this 
one



Windows 10 AND 
Windows 11 Emoji Pickers



But hey, there’s always 
Windows 12, amirite? 

(Uh-huh. Sure.)



© ⌥G Alt+0169

— ⌥⇧- Alt+0151

é ⌥e, e Alt+0233

€ ⌥⇧2 Alt+0128

… ⌥; Alt+0133

Windows key codes require a numeric keypad 
or you must use Character Map



You must use a keyboard like this to enter key codes



You cannot use a keyboard like this to enter key codes



Even with UTF-8, you still have to use these 3 character 
references 

Just type in all other characters (or use  Character 
Viewer or ⊞ Character Map/Emoji Picker)

&lt; <

&amp; & (only if it’s ambiguous)

&nbsp; [non-breaking space]



✏ SIDE NOTE

Use hyphens & dashes correctly



✏ SIDE NOTE

Hyphen - Join words Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 
Jay-Z 
3-hour tour

En dash – Range June–August 
7–9 p.m.

Em dash — Parenthetical 
Inverted colon 
Interruption

Oh no—he thought—it’s her! 
Beer & brats—a great breakfast. 
I lo—no, I’ll say it later.

Minus − Math i2 = −1



✏ SIDE NOTE

-- or --- is not an en or em dash! 

“Those who don’t know better might use two successive 
hyphens to indicate an em dash-like interruption. In 
her book, Type Rules!, Ilene Strizver describes this as 
a ‘typographically incorrect and downright ugly 
practice.’” —Kate Mooney



✏ SIDE NOTE

Hyphen - - -

En dash – : ⌥- 

⊞: Alt+0150

&ndash;

Em dash — : ⇧⌥- 
⊞: Alt+0151

&mdash;

Minus − : ⌃⌘␣ & search for “minus” 
⊞: Alt+2212 
(Really, just use a hyphen) 

&minus;



Grouping



<hr> 

<blockquote>

<main>



<hr>

Horizontal rule 

HTML5: indicates “paragraph-level thematic break” 
between topics & scenes





Use <hr> sparingly, as they are very “heavy” on the 
page 

You often do not need <hr> 

» <h2>, <h3>, & <h4> usually do the job by themselves 
» You can use CSS border property for more control 

over thickness, color, & style (e.g., —, •••, ---)



<blockquote> … </blockquote> 

For long or multi-paragraph quotations from another 
source 

Browser styles increase margin equally on the right & 
left 

You do not have to use <p>, but it’s good practice to 
always do so





By putting in a background 
color, you can see the margins



& FORMATTING GUIDE

How rendering engines display white space 

The rule: multiple white spaces are rendered as Q space 

Type 100 spaces? Browser shows 1 space 

Type 100 tabs? Browser shows 1 space 

Type 100 returns? Browser shows 1 space



<main> … </main> 

Dominant contents of a webpage or app 

<main> is not required by the specs, but you should 
always use it, if for accessibility alone (more on that 
later) 

Should only appear once per page!



Should not include content repeated across 
webpages: 

» <nav> 
» <header> 
» <footer> 
» Sidebars in <aside> (maybe, maybe not) 
» Logos 
» Search forms (unless you are Kagi, DuckDuckGo, or 

Google!)



This is a big caveat: only parents allowed for <main> are 
<body> & <div>*

* Also custom elements & <form> in some special cases



<body>
<header></header>
<nav></nav>
<main>
<article>
<header></header>
<footer></footer>

</article>
<aside></aside>

</main>
<footer></footer>

</body>



<main> – 12 21 7 *7.1 26 4.4



Attributes 
& Values



<h1 align="center"> … </h1>

h1 is an tag name (but many people call it an element) 

align is an attribute 

center is a value 

align="center" is an attribute-value pair



We group attributes into these 3 categories 

» Global 
» Limited 
» Custom



Global Attributes



Global attributes are attributes common to all elements 
(even those on which they have no effect!) 

As of April 2021, there are 24 global attributes, plus 47 
aria-* attributes for accessibility & 70 JavaScript event 
handlers



Let’s look at a two of the simpler global attributes now 

The rest will have info about them in the Bonus section 
at the end of these slides, or will be covered in other 
presentations



class="" 

Assign CSS class(es) to the element 

Covered later when we get to CSS 

Note: also used with JavaScript



title="" 

Advisory or descriptive information about the 
element, e.g.: 

» Description of link 
» Credits for image 
» Footnote 
» Information about author 

Usually displayed as a tooltip





Browser support is problematic! 

No default visual indicator that they’re available 

Tooltips render with small, bad fonts & ugly boxes, & 
they are un-stylable with CSS so you can’t fix them 

Lack of consistency — default tooltips are displayed 
differently depending upon browser & operating system



Biggest problem is on mobile 

By default, the title attribute doesn’t display anything 
on mobile devices, because there’s no hover!



✏ SIDE NOTE

As you will see, title is needed in a few cases for 
accessibility 

More later when we get to landmarks in Sectioning



Limited Attributes



Limited attributes are assigned to specific elements



<ol> supports global attributes 
+ reversed, start, & type



<input> supports global attributes 
+ 30 more!



Custom Attributes



data-*=""

Developers can create custom attributes that work only 
with their websites, but the new attribute names must 
always start with data- 

For example, WebSanity created data-display & data-
pattern to use with FormSanity, our form system 

So while data-* is a global attribute, it’s unique from 
the others



<h1 align="center"> … </h1>

h1 is an tag name (not an element) 

align is an attribute 

center is a value 

align="center" is an attribute-value pair



What about attribute values? 

Attribute values are always strings, but we 
categorize those strings as follows: 

1. Pre-defined 
2. Open-ended 
3. Boolean 
4. Custom



Pre-Defined 
Attribute Values



Some values are pre-defined by the HTML spec 

<ol>’s type attribute supports only these values: 1, a, A, 
i, & I 

However, <ol>’s start attribute supports any integer as 
a value, e.g., -1000, 1, or 1000 

In both cases, those are the only values allowed for 
those attributes



Open-Ended 
Attribute Values



Instead of a pre-defined list of values or a range of 
values, open-ended values can be almost anything you 
want 

<ol>’s global attribute title can have almost any 
UTF-8 character you want in the value (with certain 
restrictions) 

title="The Call of Cthulhu was published in 

1928" & title="The ☎ of 1 was 2 in 1928" are 
both valid



Boolean 
Attribute Values



<ol>’s reversed attribute is a boolean attribute 

A boolean attribute is true if any of these are true: 

» It’s present: <ol … reversed> 
» It’s value is an empty string: <ol … reversed=""> 
» It’s value matches the attribute: <ol … 
reversed="reversed"> 

A boolean attribute is false if it doesn’t appear at all



The 1st example uses checked 

The 2nd uses checked="checked" 

The 3rd uses checked=""

All do the same thing



autoplay • checked • controls • default • disabled • 
hidden • loop • multiple • muted • open • playsinline 
• readonly • required • reversed • selected 

Some of the boolean attributes used in HTML



Custom 
Attribute Values



If you make a custom attribute using data- then you 
also need to define custom values 

For instance, data-lovecraft can have 3 possible 
values: cthulhu, yog-sothoth, or nyarlathotep 

Why? Because I made it, so I say so!



✏ SIDE NOTE

Some attributes can contain multiple values — in 
class="foo bar", foo & bar are separate values 

class="foo" class="bar" is not allowed because you 
cannot repeat attributes in a tag, so instead you 
combine the values together as class="foo bar" 

Other attributes have single values that contain strings 
with spaces in them — in title="The Call of 
Cthulhu", that value is a phrase that is taken as a whole



Semantic 
HTML



Remember the separation of concerns?  

» HTML: structure & meaning 
» CSS: appearance & layout 
» JavaScript: behavior 

We have already seen many HTML elements that are 
used for structure — e.g.,  <p>, <ul>, <main> — but 
what about meaning?



<p>, <ul>, & <main> all convey meaning too, as do all 
the other elements we’ve looked at 

However, for a long time, the meaning part of HTML 
wasn’t really emphasized 

This has changed over the last decade as the W3C & 
WHATWG have focused much more on semantic 
HTML



Semantic HTML is based on the idea that HTML 
should better help search engines, screen readers, & 
parsers understand what content means on the 
webpage



Most HTML elements carry a strong semantic meaning, 
e.g., <p>, <ul>, & <strong> 

Others carry a (very) weak semantic meaning & are 
there for developer convenience, e.g., <b> & <i> 

Further, 2 elements provide structure without any 
meaning: <div> & <span>

More on <div> & <span> in the CSS Overview slides



<article>
  <h2>Cthulhu</h2>
  <p>
    He began at once 
to ply his informant 
with questions.
  </p>
</article>

That’s an <article>, 
so it’s important! 3



<article>
  <h2>Cthulhu</h2>
  <p>
    He began at once 
to ply his informant 
with questions.
  </p>
</article>

<div>
  <h2>Cthulhu</h2>
  <p>
    He began at once 
to ply his informant 
with questions.
  </p>
</div>

That’s an <article>, 
so it’s important! 3

That’s just a <div>, 
so nothing special. 4



<p>
  None of the 
countryfolk seemed to 
have died — but poor 
Lavinia Whateley, the 
twisted albino, was 
<strong>never</strong> 
seen again.
</p>

Very important 
word there! 3



<p>
  None of the 
countryfolk seemed to 
have died — but poor 
Lavinia Whateley, the 
twisted albino, was 
<strong>never</strong> 
seen again.
</p>

<p>
  None of the 
countryfolk seemed to 
have died — but poor 
<b>Lavinia Whateley
</b>, the twisted 
albino, was never seen 
again.
</p>

Very important 
word there! 3

That is bold. Yawn. 
So? 5



<p>
  Both the Eskimo 
wizards <em>and</em> 
the Louisiana swamp-
priests had chanted to 
their kindred idols.
</p>

That word is 
emphasized! 3



<p>
  Both the Eskimo 
wizards <em>and</em> 
the Louisiana swamp-
priests had chanted to 
their kindred idols.
</p>

<p>
  Both the Eskimo 
wizards <i>and</i> the 
Louisiana swamp-
priests had chanted to 
their kindred idols.
</p>

That word is 
emphasized! 3

That is italicized. 
Big deal. 5



<nav>
  <ul>
    <li>Cthulhu</li>
    <li>Azathoth</li>
    <li>Hastur</li>
  </ul>
</nav>

That’s site navigation! 3



<nav>
  <ul>
    <li>Cthulhu</li>
    <li>Azathoth</li>
    <li>Hastur</li>
  </ul>
</nav>

  <ul>
    <li>Cthulhu</li>
    <li>Azathoth</li>
    <li>Hastur</li>
  </ul>

That’s site navigation! 3 That’s just a list. 
¯\_(ツ)_/¯



Developer convenience? Which is more convenient, quicker, 
& easier? 

<p>
  <b>Look out!</b> It’s Cthulhu!
</p> 

Or this? 

HTML: <p><span class="attention">Look out!
</span> It’s Cthulhu!</p> 

CSS: .attention {font-weight: bold;}



Developer convenience? Which is more convenient, quicker, 
& easier? 

<p>
  <b>Look out!</b> It’s Cthulhu!
</p> 

Or this? 

HTML: <p><span class="attention">Look out!
</span> It’s Cthulhu!</p> 

CSS: .attention {font-weight: bold;}



Developer convenience? Which is more convenient, quicker, 
& easier? 

<p>
  <b>Look out!</b> It’s Cthulhu!
</p> 

Or this? 

HTML: <p><span class="attention">Look out!
</span> It’s Cthulhu!</p> 

CSS: .attention {font-weight: bold;}

Short! 
Easy!!



Semantic ! 

<p>
  Shoggoth
</p>
<p>
  Shub-Niggurath
</p>

These are 2 paragraphs 

Works with CSS

Not semantic " 

<p>
  Shoggoth
<br>
<br>
  Shub-Niggurath
</p>

This is 1 paragraph, not 2! 

Will cause CSS problems



2 paragraphs, 
so CSS works 
correctly

1 paragraph 
only, so CSS 
won’t work as 
expected

2 <br>s in the middle 
of a <p> is not the same 
thing as 2 <p>s in 
terms of 

» appearance, or 
» how CSS works with 
<p>



Semantic ! 

<h4>
  Shoggoth
</h4>
<p>
  Shub-Niggurath
</p>

A real heading + a <p> 

Works with CSS & SEO

Not semantic " 

<p>
  <b>Shoggoth</b>
</p>
<p>
  Shub-Niggurath
</p>

Fake heading <p> + a <p> 

CSS & SEO problems!



The CSS matches the <h4> & is applied



The CSS doesn’t match the <h4>



<h4>
  Shoggoth
</h4>
<p>
  Shub-Niggurath
</p>

<p>
  <b>Shoggoth</b>
</p>
<p>
  Shub-Niggurath
</p>

Shoggoth is important 
 — it’s a heading!

Shoggoth is just 
another paragraph



Why use semantic HTML? 

» It’s correct 
» Better accessibility 
» Easier to read the code 
» Helps CSS work correctly 
» Search engines & assistive tools like it



HTML5 added many new semantic elements

<article>

<aside>

<figure>

<footer>

<header>

<nav>

<section>

<details>

<summary>

<time>



One of the goals of HTML 5: “paving the 
cowpaths” or “following the desire lines”



Planned pathways & roads



Desire lines





Paved pathMy brother walking on a desire line



This code is from ~2011, before HTML5



HTML 4.01 
Non-semantic

HTML5 
Semantic

<div class="header"> <header>

<div class="footer"> <footer>

<div id="nav"> <nav>

<div id="sidebar"> <aside>

<div id="main-content"> <main>

Remember, <div> has no semantic meaning; for our purposes here, class & id are interchangeable



Marking Up 
Text



<address> 

<em> & <strong> 

<i> & <b> 

<s> 

<u> 

<small>



Contact Information



<address> … </address> 

Contact information for a document or major part 
of a document (form, post, article) 

Often at beginning or end 

Changed in HTML5—not supposed to be used for 
arbitrary postal info (but it will be anyway)







<address>
  Adams, Tammy
  1009 Rowan Cove
  Ph: 534-0937
</address>



<address>
  Adams, Tammy
  1009 Rowan Cove
  Ph: 534-0937
</address>





Browsers italicize text in 
<address> by default…



…but you can change that 
with CSS



& FORMATTING GUIDE

<address>
  <i>
    hp@lovecraft.com
  </i>
</address>

<address>
  hp@lovecraft.com
</address>

"

!

mailto:hp@lovecraft.com
mailto:hp@lovecraft.com


<address> may contain 
other text as well



& FORMATTING GUIDE

<address>hp@lovecraft.com</address>

<address> should go on at least 3 lines 

<address>
  <p>
    hp@lovecraft.com
  </p>
</address>

"

!

mailto:hp@lovecraft.com


Emphasis



<em> & <i> 

<strong> & <b> 

<s> 

<u> "



<em> … </em> 

Text that has stress emphasis (that’s stress as in 
prominence, not as in emotions) 

Always italicized by browsers, but that’s not in the spec





<i> … </i> 

HTML 4: Italicized text (& deprecated!) 

HTML5: “text in an alternate voice or mood, or … 
indicating a different quality of text” 

Stylistically italic





<strong> … </strong> 

Strongly emphasized text 

Text that shows “strong importance, seriousness, or 
urgency” 

Always bolded by built-in browser styles, but that’s not 
in the spec





<b> … </b> 

HTML 4: Bold text (& deprecated!) 

HTML5: “text to which attention is being drawn for 
utilitarian purposes without conveying any extra 
importance and with no implication of an alternate 
voice or mood” 

Stylistically bold



“The b element should be used as a last resort when no 
other element is more appropriate.”  

Don’t use <b> when you can correctly use… 

» <h1>–<h6> 
» <em> 
» <strong> 
» <mark>





Semantic Lightly semantic

Italicized <em> <i>

Bolded <strong> <b>



<strike> … </strike>
<s> … </s> 

Text displayed with strikethrough 

Was only case in which 2 elements did the same thing 

HTML 4: Deprecated 

HTML5: “contents that are no longer accurate or no 
longer relevant”





<u> … </u> 

Underlined text 

Never use this! 

HTML 4: Deprecated 

HTML5: “unarticulated, though explicitly rendered, 
non-textual annotation”







& FORMATTING GUIDE

<i> Nyarlathotep </i>

<br> Shub-Niggurath

Never put spaces after an opening tag or before a closing 
tag for any element 

<i>Nyarlathotep</i>

<br>Shub-Niggurath

"

!



Size



<small> 

<big>



<small> … </small> 

HTML 4: Text in a small font (but deprecated) 

HTML5: Side comments such as fine print, regardless of 
how it looks (but usually smaller) 

Examples: 
» Legalese, disclaimers, & caveats 
» Copyright notice 
» Footnotes 
» Licensing info





Now also used as a semantically smaller part of text, 
e.g., as a sub-header (instead of <h1> followed 
immediately by <h2>, which isn’t recommended) 

<h1> 
  H.P. Lovecraft: <small>Creator of Cthulhu</small> 
</h1>



You’re not supposed to immediately 
follow a heading with another 
heading



×





Embedded 
Multimedia



<img>

<svg>

<video>, <source>, <track>

<audio> ! See Bonus section at end 

<figure> & <figcaption>



Raster & Vector



There are 2 types of images: raster & vector



Raster



Raster (AKA bitmap & continuous tone) 

Dots representing a grid of pixels correspond bit-for-
bit with an image displayed on a screen 

Better for… 
» photographs 
» photo-realistic images



People around the world took 

1.5 trillion photos 
in 2022 

1.5 trillion ÷ 365 = 

4+ billion every day 



100%



240%



400%



Web formats: AVIF • GIF • JPEG • JPEG XL • PNG • 
WebP 

Other formats: BMP • HEIC/HEIF • PSD • TIFF



Image editors 

» Photoshop  ⊞ 
» Microsoft Paint ⊞ 
» Paint.NET ⊞ 
» Acorn  
» Pixelmator Pro   
» Affinity Photo  ⊞ !



Vector



Vector 

Uses mathematical expressions to draw points, lines, 
curves, shapes, &/or polygon(s) to create images 

Better for… 
» Graphic design 
» Logos 
» Typesetting 
» Charts & data visualization 
» Animation



Great on high-resolution displays 

Tiny file sizes because its just code 

In webpages, you use SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics)



A very basic SVG







No one types this out by hand; instead, it is 
generated from an illustration or design 
program like Adobe Illustrator or Inkscape



100%



240%



400%



100%

Notice as I zoom in that the 
vector image is redrawn to 

fit inside the viewport



150%



Zooming re-draws the image at full 
resolution, utilizing all pixels on the 
screen, creating more detail in the image

800%



Web formats: SVG 

Other formats: AI (Adobe Illustrator) • Blender • EPS 
(Encapsulated PostScript) • PDF • PostScript



'PRO TIP

Note: you can embed raster objects inside vector 
images, so a vector format isn’t necessarily 100% vector 
content!



Drawing tools 

» Adobe Illustrator  ⊞ 
» Inkscape  ⊞ 
» CorelDRAW ⊞ 
» Vectornator  ! " 
» Affinity Designer  ⊞ ! 
» Pixelmator Pro   
» Boxy SVG 



<img> 

Embedded image 

src attribute is required (just like href for <a>)



alt • crossorigin • decoding • elementtiming • 
fetchpriority • height • ismap • loading • 
referrerpolicy • sizes • src • srcset • width • usemap 

Possible attributes for <img>



width

» Width of image in pixels 
» Unimportant with responsive web design* 

height

» Height of image in pixels 
» Unimportant with responsive web design*

* In which case the width & height are defined in CSS



alt

Alternate text information describing image for those 
with visual disabilities or images turned off 

Was required by HTML 4, but HTML5 changes this 

» Omitting alt tells rendering engine that the image is 
vital, but no textual equivalent is available 

» Using alt="" tells rendering engine that the image is 
not vital, so non-visual browsers may omit it







srcset 

List of possible image sources for the browser to use, 
with src containing the fallback



Some browsers don’t support WebP images (thanks, 
Safari prior to 14 /), but every browser supports 
JPEGs 

So use JPEGs in src, & WebP in srcset 

Older browsers will see the JPEG in src & ignore the 
WebP in srcset 

Other, newer browsers will see the JPEG in src & then 
see the WebP in srcset & use that instead



tsathaggua-color in src; 
tsathaggua-bw in srcset 

Notice which one got used



Of course, in a few years, all browsers worth supporting 
will use WebP (keep checking Can I Use!) 

At that point, change this: 

<img src="cthulhu.jpg" srcset="cthulhu.webp"> 

To this: 

<img src="cthulhu.webp">



srcset – 16 38 9 9 34 34



Whenever you create a new 
project, always create folders 
for css, images, & js 

Some people create styles, 
images, & scripts — same 
thing 

Other common folders: 
fonts, videos, downloads, & 
files



Broadly, images are used for 3 reasons on the Web: 

» Navigation: buttons & banners 
» Content 
» Ornamentation 

Images should always serve a purpose!



'PRO TIP

When you’re developing your website, you will often 
need temporary placeholder images





Embed a random Unsplash image by specifying its 
dimensions … & more 

<img src="https://unsplash.it/500/300"> 
produces an image that is 500×300 

<img src="https://unsplash.it/500">  
produces an image that is 500×500

https://unsplash.it/500/300
https://unsplash.it/500


<img src="https://unsplash.it/g/400/200"> 
produces a gray shaded image that is 400×200 

<img src="https://unsplash.it/500/300?blur"> 
produces a blurred image that is 500×300 

<img src="https://unsplash.it/g/700/400?blur"> 
produces a blurry gray image that is 700×400

https://unsplash.it/g/400/200
https://unsplash.it/500/300?blur
https://unsplash.it/g/700/400?blur








What if you need sample 
headshots? 

This Person Does Not 
Exist displays a new AI-
generated face every time 
the webpage reloads











It’s not always perfect, though…



67



?????

67





8



According to Google, images on average are responsible 
for > 60% of the bytes needed to load a webpage 

Choose the right image formats to reduce your page 
load (& for other reasons too)



Web-native image formats 

» GIF 
» JPEG 
» PNG 

» SVG 

» WebP 
» AVIF 
» JPEG XL

Raster

Raster

Vector



GIF 

Graphics Interchange 
Format (pronounced giff*) 

Dates back to 1987 

Limited to 256 colors total 

Only real modern 
(mis-)use is animation

* Fight me.



GIF 

Graphics Interchange 
Format (pronounced giff*) 

Dates back to 1987 

Limited to 256 colors total 

Only real modern 
(mis-)use is animation

* Fight me.



JPEG 

Joint Photographic Experts Group (pronounced jay-
peg) 

Introduced in 1992 

Most widely-used image format, but better formats exist 
& you should use them 

Only use for backwards compatibility with older software



PNG 

Portable Network Graphics (pronounced ping) 

Intended to replace GIF … in 1996! 

Again, better formats exist & you should use them 

Only use for backwards compatibility with older 
software



SVG 

Scalable Vector Graphics 

Vector image format 

SVG is vital to the Web & will be with us for a long time 

More ahead in <svg>



GIF Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

JPEG Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

PNG Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

SVG Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



New, modern formats have many advantages over 
older one 

» Better compression so much smaller 
» Look great 
» New, useful features



WebP 

Designed to replace JPEG, PNG, & GIF 

Announced by Google in 2010 as an open, royalty-free 
format 

As of March 2023, supported by 97% of browsers 
worldwide!



Supports: 

» lossy & lossless compression in the same image 
» animation 
» alpha transparency 
» photos & flat colors (e.g., logos)



B
y
te
s

0

500,000

1,000,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

PNG JPG WebP



B
y
te
s

0

1,000,000

2,000,000

3,000,000

4,000,000

PNG JPG WebP



On 6 September 2022, 
NASA released the latest 
image taken by the Webb 
Space Telescope 

The Tarantula Nebula, 
170,000 light-years away 
from Earth & stretching 
340 light-years across 

14557×8418 pixels 
141 MB PNG



Converted to a 5 MB WebP!



'PRO TIP

For some reason, Photoshop did not natively support 
WebP until version 23.2 

For older versions, you need to use WebPShop, a 
Photoshop plug-in developed by Google, to open & save 
WebP images





Jans has moved over to WebP for all images on his sites 

However, he checked his analytics to make sure his 
audience could view them



AVIF 

Designed to replace WebP 

Really good animation options (not a surprise since it’s 
based on the AV1 video codec) 

Not fully supported by Web browsers yet



Supports: 

» lossy & lossless compression in the same image 
» alpha transparency 
» royalty-free 
» HDR (High Dynamic Range) 
» photos & flat colors (e.g., logos)



JPEG XL 

Designed to replace all existing raster formats 

Jans was very excited about JPEG XL! 9



Problems 

Not yet fully supported by any browser 

Worse, Google announced on Oct. 30, 2022 that it 
would drop support for JPEG XL from Chrome 110



Supports: 

» lossy & lossless compression in the same image 
» alpha transparency 
» royalty-free with open source implementation 
» photos & flat colors (e.g., logos) 
» Image dimension of 1 billion+ pixels per side 
» 4100 grayscale or RGB channels + 4096 “extra” 

channels 
» animation 
» 360 degree images, image bursts, large panoramas/

mosaics, & printing



Google’s ridiculous explanation for removing JPEG XL



Apps with official support for JPEG XL 

» ImageMagick 
» IrfanView 
» ExifTool 

Unofficial support 

» Windows (via plugin) 
» macOS (via QuickLook plugin)



WebP – 18 65 14 14 32 4.2

AVIF – – 93* 16 16*‡ 85 85

JPEG XL – 91† 
110☠

90† – – 91† 
110☠

–

* No animation   † Enabled via a flag   ‡ Ventura & up



Want to play with new formats? 

Go to squoosh.app











Do not use MozJPEG or OxiPNG; instead,  
use Browser JPEG & Browser PNG



Need to convert several images at one time (i.e., batch 
or bulk convert)?



⊞ 
Converseen



Download & install Converseen from converseen.fasterland.net

http://converseen.fasterland.net


A JPG, a PNG, & an HEIC…



Drag them into the Converseen window 
(or use File > Add Images)





Select WebP (or whatever other format you want)





Conversion in progress…



Done!



 
Permute



Download & install free trial of Permute 3 from 
charliemonroe.net/permute/ ($15 to keep)

https://software.charliemonroe.net/permute/


Drag 5 PNGs 
into the 
Permute 3 
window

; <

= >

?



Select the 
format to 
convert into



Click 1 of these 
to convert just 
that image 

Click this to 
crop the image 

Click this to 
convert all the 
images



In the middle of 
converting all 
5…



Done!





Configure each format…



Add new formats as needed







Supported formats 

Images: BMP, GIF, HEIF, JPEG, JPEG 2000, PDF, 
PNG, Text, TIFF, & WebP 

Audio: AAC, AIFF, Apple Lossless, Audio Book, CAF, 
FLAC, iPhone Ringtone, М4А, MP2, MP^, Ogg (Audio), 
WAV, WAV (PCM-ALAW), WAV (PCM-ULAW), & WMA



Supported formats 

Video: Android Phone, Android TV, APNG, AppleTV, 
AVI (Uncompressed), DivX (AVI), DNXHD, DVD, FLV, 
GIF Animation, НАР, HEVC (H.B`a), iPad, iPhone, 
MKV, MPb, MP4 (MPEG-4), MPEG-1, MPEG-2, Ogg 
(Video), Plex, ProRes, ProRes (PCM Audio), PS3, PSP, 
Roku TV, WebM, WebP Animation, WMV, Xbox, & Xvid 
(AVI)



Other cool stuff!



 
Squash



Want more features for images, without support 
for video or audio? Download & install free trial of 
Squash ($20/yr to keep, + additional $ for filters)







Convert from HEIC, PSD, AI, SVG, JPG, 
PNG, TIFF, RAW, DNG, & GIF 

Convert to JPG, PNG, TIFF, WebP, & AVIF





<svg> 

Begins & ends Scalable Vector Graphics documents 
(<svg>…</svg>, like <html>…</html>)



Only Web-native vector format 

XML-based code, so extremely small file sizes 

Supports… 

» animation (& programmatically too!) 
» hyperlinks & interactivity





You can either… 

» link to <svg> 
» inline (embed) <svg>





If you are linking to an SVG document, then <svg> 
must include the xmlns attribute 

<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" …>



You can remove these if you 
are embedding (though it’s 
OK to leave them)





Link 

<img src="cthulhu.svg" 
alt="Cthulhu" 
width="400" 
height="600">
id="cthulhu" width="400" 
height="600">
  <title>Cthulhu</title>
  <defs id="defs20"></
defs> …

Inline (embed) 

<svg viewBox="0 0 400 
600" 
preserveAspectRatio=
"xMidYMid meet" 
id="cthulhu" width="400" 
height="600">
  <title>Cthulhu</title>
  <defs id="defs20"></
defs> …



Slower page load to link to 
5 SVG images 

<img src="hpl.svg">
<img src="cthulhu.svg">
<img src="ulthar.svg">
<img src="ryleh.svg">
<img src="hastur.svg">

Faster page load to embed 
5 SVG images 

<svg…>…</svg>
<svg…>…</svg>
<svg…>…</svg>
<svg…>…</svg>
<svg…>…</svg>



✏ SIDE NOTE

Before using an SVG, always run it through SVGOMG 

jakearchibald.github.io/svgomg/

http://jakearchibald.github.io/svgomg/








v











Up to 8 decimal places!



3 decimal places



2 decimal places



1 decimal place













<video> … </video>

Allows the browser to play video, completely obsoleting 
the need to use Flash or other plugins



Attributes 

width & height 
Pixels only — no percentages 

src="url" 
If multiple, use <source> instead (more soon!) 

poster="cthulhu.webp" 
Display image before video loads; otherwise, 1st frame



controls 

Show !, ", #, $, & other user controls



Since controls is a boolean attribute, all of these 
make user controls appear 

» controls="controls" 
» controls="" 
» controls

No controls? No controls









loop 

Repeat video for ∞ 

loop is a boolean attribute (like controls), so all of 
these work: 

» loop="loop" 
» loop="" 
» loop



preload 

Hint to browser as to what (if any) content to preload so 
video is ready to play ASAP when user presses ! 

Values 

» none: do not preload 
» metadata: only preload metadata, e.g., length & size 

(default for all but Safari on iOS) 
» auto: preload entire video 
» preload="": same as auto



playsinline 

Play video in place instead of full-screen 

So what does this mean?



Browsers play <video> either full-screen & inline 

» Full-screen videos take up the entire screen & hide 
the rest of the webpage content 

» Inline videos play where they are located in the 
webpage & do not hide the rest of the webpage 
content



Inline is the default for all desktop & 
mobile browsers except for iOS 
(iPhone) 

iPhone plays full-screen when users 
press ▶ 

<video src="couple-posing-by-
the-sea-coverr.mp4" autoplay 
controls loop></video>



Inline is the default for all desktop & 
mobile browsers except for iOS 
(iPhone) 

iPhone plays full-screen when users 
press ▶ 

<video src="couple-posing-by-
the-sea-coverr.mp4" autoplay 
controls loop></video>



If you want iPhone to play <video> 
inline, <video> must contain the 
playsinline attribute 

<video src="couple-posing-by-
the-sea-coverr.mp4" autoplay 
controls loop playsinline>
</video>



If you want iPhone to play <video> 
inline, <video> must contain the 
playsinline attribute 

<video src="couple-posing-by-
the-sea-coverr.mp4" autoplay 
controls loop playsinline>
</video>



✏ SIDE NOTE

Remember, full-screen play is available either by… 

» user pressing the full-screen control, e.g., ! or " 
» developer using the Fullscreen API



muted 

Audio doesn’t play until user initiates it 

Another boolean attribute (like controls or loop), so 
all of these work: 

» muted="muted" 
» muted="" 
» muted



autoplay 

Automatically plays the video on page load 

This is often used with hero videos







On Safari for Mac & iPadOS, autoplay works only if 
either… 

» video doesn’t contain audio track, or 
» <video> includes muted attribute



On iOS (iPhone), autoplay requires 
that <video> must also include 
playsinline attribute 

<video src="couple-posing-by-
the-sea-coverr.mp4" autoplay 
controls loop playsinline>
</video>

I didn’t need muted because the video lacks an audio track!



On iOS (iPhone), autoplay requires 
that <video> must also include 
playsinline attribute 

<video src="couple-posing-by-
the-sea-coverr.mp4" autoplay 
controls loop playsinline>
</video>

I didn’t need muted because the video lacks an audio track!



Playback pauses if… 

» video gains audio 
» video becomes unmuted without user’s interaction 
» video is no longer onscreen due to user scrolling or 

CSS



<source>

Enables authors to specify multiple media resources for 
<picture>, <video>, & <audio> 

Does nothing on its own 

Always a child of <video> & <audio> 

No </source>!



type 

Attribute specifying MIME/media type of the resource, 
optionally with a codecs parameter 

In other words 

<source src="foo.webm" type="video/webm">
<source src="foo.mp4" type="video/mp4">



✏ SIDE NOTE

What’s a MIME type? 

Originally defined in 1996 as the MIME (Multipurpose 
Internet Mail Extensions) specification for identifying 
types of email message content & attachments 

Now just called media types



✏ SIDE NOTE

Always specified as type/subtype 

Allowed types: application, audio, example, font, 
image, message, model, multipart, text, & video 

Examples: application/pdf, image/jpeg, text/css, & 
video/mp4 

List overseen by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority 
(IANA)







Full list of all MIME/media types



If you leave type out… 

1. Rendering engine queries server for media’s type, 
checks to see if it can play the type, & then does if it 
can 

2. If rendering engine cannot play the type, it checks the 
next <source> & repeats step 1 

3. ∞



If you specify a value for type… 

1. Rendering engine checks to see if it can play the type 
& then does if it can 

2. If rendering engine cannot play the type, the server is 
not queried & it checks the next <source> & repeats 
step 1



Therefore… 

» always include type to reduce server calls 
» the order of your <source> elements matter





Only 1 video file/format? Use the src attribute 

<video src="/videos/cthulhu.mp4">

2 or more video files/formats? Use <source> 

<video>
  <source src="/videos/cthulhu.mp4">
  <source src="/videos/cthulhu.webm">
</video>



<track> 

Enables authors to specify multiple timed text 
resources for <video> & <audio> 

Does nothing on its own 

Always a child of <video> & <audio> 

No </track>!



Attributes 

» src: link to file that is either Web Video Timed Text 
(WebVTT) or Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) 

» srclang: language of the src file, e.g., en, es, fr 
» kind: type of text content (subtitles, captions, 
descriptions, chapters, or metadata) 

» label: text displayed to a user selecting a track 
» default: enables a single <track> automatically



Sample WebVTT (file-name.vtt) file: 

WEBVTT

1
00:00:01.000 --> 00:00:08.000
This is the first line of text,
displaying from 1-8 seconds

2
00:00:09.000 --> 00:00:20.000
This is the second chunk of text



5 kinds of text tracks: 

» subtitles: translation + extra background info 
» captions: transcription + sound effects for deaf 

viewers 
» descriptions: spoken narration of content for blind 

users 
» chapters: titles for navigating the content 
» metadata: for use by scripts, so not visible to users



descriptions 

A literal description of what appears on the screen 

Can you visualize what is being described in this 
excerpt? 



descriptions 

A literal description of what appears on the screen 

Can you visualize what is being described in this 
excerpt? 

Now in a black sky, a sliver of sunlight crests the Earth. 
Rays of light shoot off the continents and a three-
dimensional word orbits the planet: Universal. A web 
address appears: www.universalstudios.com.





H.264 (MP4) 9 12 21 3.2 3.2 4 4.4

H.265 (HEVC) 11*
12† 
79*

– 11‡ 11 – –

WebM – 79 28 12.1§ 
14.1|

12.2§ 25 Y

Ogg – 17 3.5 – – 4 2.3

* Requires hardware support     † 12–18 only     ‡ macOS 10.13 High Sierra or later     § Only in WebRTC 
| macOS 11.3 or later



Video conversion software

Permute • $15 
software.charliemonroe.net/permute/

Adapter • $0 
www.macroplant.com/adapter/

Adapter • $0 
www.macroplant.com/adapter/

http://software.charliemonroe.net/permute/


& FORMATTING GUIDE

<p>
  <video …>
    <track …>
  </video>
</p>

Never surround <video> & <audio> with <p> 

<video …>
  <track …>
</video>

"

!



'PRO TIP

If you have videos at YouTube or Vimeo, you will use 
their embed code to insert the video into your site 

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://
www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/nsBH_wqn-Bo" 
title="YouTube video player" frameborder="0" 
allow="accelerometer; autoplay; clipboard-
write; encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-
picture; web-share" allowfullscreen></iframe>



'PRO TIP

You will not use <video> because the videos aren’t on 
your site 

Why learn <video>? So you can host local video if you 
need to



<video> 9 3.5 4 3.2 4 2.3

<audio> 9 3.5 4 4 4 2.3

<source> 9 3.5 3.1 Y Y Y

<track> 10 31 6 6 23 25



<figure> … </figure> 

Self-contained content, usually referenced as a single 
unit 

Used to display… 

» Illustrations 
» Diagrams 
» Photos 
» Code listings 
» Charts







Referred to in main content, but could be moved 
elsewhere, to… 

» Sidebar 
» Dedicated page 
» Appendix



If it is tangentially related, it should be in an <aside>, 
not <figure>



<figcaption>

Optional caption or legend associated with a <figure> 

Can be first or last element inside <figure>





Typically a <figure> is referenced in the text 

<p>
  Cthulhu’s followers speak a near-unintelligible 
chant, as shown in Figure 1.
</p>
<figure>
  Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh wgah’nagl 
fhtagn!
  <figcaption>
    Figure 1: Cthulhu cultists’ chant.
  </figcaption>
</figure>

!



<figure>
  <img src="cthulhu.jpg">
</figure>

Images can go inside <figure>, but do not automatically put 
every image in a <figure> (unless it is referenced in the text) 

<p>
  …as you can see in Figure 3.
<p>
<figure>
  <img src="cthulhu.jpg">
</figure>

!

"



& FORMATTING GUIDE

<p>
  <figure>
  </figure>
</p>

Never surround <figure> with <p> 

<figure>
  hp@lovecraft.com
</figure>

"

!



✏ SIDE NOTE

How do you put a caption on an image that is not a 
<figure>?





Links



<a>

<nav>



<a> … </a> 

Anchor that defines a hyperlink 

href attribute (hypertext reference) is required 

No href? No blue color, no underline… & no link!





2 places to link to with <a> 

» External: to another website, via absolute URLs* 
» Internal: to other pages on your website, via root-

relative or document-relative URLs

* Yes, you can use absolute URLs to link to pages of the site you’re already on, but you shouldn’t



Absolute
https://cthulhu.com/hpl.  
html

Complete URL

Root-
relative

/hpl.html  
/dagon/hastur.html

Web server fills in 
scheme & domain

Document-
relative

hpl.html Same directory

dagon/hastur.html
Down into 
sub-directory

../dagon/hastur.html
Up into 
parent directory

https://cthulhu.com/hpl


Absolute
https://cthulhu.com/hpl.  
html

Complete URL

Root-
relative

/hpl.html  
/dagon/hastur.html

Web server fills in 
scheme & domain

Document-
relative

hpl.html Same directory

dagon/hastur.html
Down into 
sub-directory

../dagon/hastur.html
Up into 
parent directory

https://cthulhu.com/hpl


Absolute URLs



https://cthulhu.com/hpl.html

Absolute (complete) URL 

Only way to create external links to other websites 

You can use it for internal linking, but don’t



From codepen.io, all links are external



Root-Relative URLs



/hpl.html
/dagon/hastur.html

Root-relative URL 

Web server fills in scheme (https://) & domain 
(foo.com) 

Always starts at root of website & continues from there



You’re at https://cthulhu.com/hpl.html 

You click on <a href="/dagon/hastur.html"> 

Your browser sees / at beginning & thinks, “This link 
points to another page at https://cthulhu.com” 

The link is evaluated as https://cthulhu.com/dagon/
hastur.html

https://cthulhu.com/dagon/hastur.html
https://cthulhu.com/dagon/hastur.html


You’re at https://granneman.com 

All of these links… 

» /presentations/html-css-responsive-web-
design/ 

» /writing/books/ 
» /personal/bio/ 

…are evaluated as having https://granneman.com in 
front of them



I need to link index.html 
to main.css 

css will always be located 
at /css 

main.css is the child of  
/css 

Therefore, I can use: <link 
href="/css/main.css">

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

        ↳"main.css
    ↳!fonts

    ↳!images

    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js



In fact, I can use this link 
for every page on the 
website: 

<link href="/css/
main.css"> 

Why? Because it will 
always be true — css will 
always be located at /css 
— no matter where the 
webpage is in the site!

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

        ↳"main.css
    ↳!fonts

    ↳!images

    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js

    ↳!web-dev

        ↳!browsers

            ↳"chrome.html



images will always be 
located at /images 

So can link to images using 
a root-relative URL too: 

<img src="/images/
bg.webp"> 

Again, you can use that 
link on every page on the 
website & it always works

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

    ↳!fonts

    ↳!images

        ↳"bg.webp
    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js

    ↳!web-dev

        ↳!browsers

            ↳"chrome.html





This holds true for font files 
in /fonts & scripts in /js as 
well 

From any page on your site, 
you can use links to /fonts/
Foo.woff or /js/main.js — 

& they will always work 

This is why I consistently 
use root-relative URLs!* 

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

    ↳!fonts

        ↳"Foo.woff
    ↳!images

    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js

        ↳"main.js

*Pretty much always; there are exceptions



Links That Will Not Work

(In other words, do not do this!)



These might work on your computer, but none of 
these will ever work on the public Web, so never use 
them as the value of href: 

» C:\Users\HPL\Documents\cthulhu.html 
» \Documents\cthulhu.html 
» \cthulhu.html 
» file:///anything

No \ (backslashes), no Windows drives (e.g., C: or 
D:), no file:/// — all are tell-tale signs it won’t work 
on the Web



Default Pages



Understand default (or main, or index) pages



Type www.nytimes.com & press Enter — where do you 
end up? 

On a webpage — but all you typed was a domain



 https://www.nytimes.com 

https://www.nytimes.com


Type websanity.com & press Enter — where do you end 
up? 

On a webpage — but all you typed was a domain



 https://websanity.com 

https://websanity.com


Type granneman.com/teaching/ & press Enter — 

where do you end up? 

On a webpage — but all you typed was a domain & a 
folder





In all cases, you ended up at a webpage 

You didn’t get an Error 404



When you request a URL that points to a directory 
instead of an actual webpage, the web server will 
(usually) serve a default (AKA main or index) page



Defaults for default pages …

Apache IIS Nginx

index.html default.htm index.html

default.asp

index.htm

index.html

iisstart.htm



… but you can enter any you want — & order matters!

Apache IIS Nginx

index.html default.htm index.html

index.php default.asp index.htm

index.htm default.aspx index.php

index.shtml index.htm

index.html

iisstart.htm



https://granneman.com

https://granneman.com


https://granneman.com/personal/

https://granneman.com


https://granneman.com/personal/bio/

https://granneman.com






Open Links in New Tabs

(Don’t do this)



Use target="_blank" to open the URL in a new 
browser tab 

<a href="cthulhu.html" target="_blank">

However, this is often very confusing &/or annoying to 
users — & it breaks the back button! 

Do not do this unless you have a very good reason!



Fake Links



Want to create a fake link that looks like a hyperlink but 
doesn’t go anywhere so you can show clients what their 
design will look like? 

Do not use <a href="#">Oops</a>, as that will jump to 
the top of the page when clicked 

Use one of 4 different methods



Use an emoji ! 

<a href="#❌">Fake!</a>

<a href="#%">Nope — doesn’t go anywhere</a>



Use a fragment pointing to an id that doesn’t exist 

<a href="#gone-like-the-dodo">Fake!</a>

<a href="#googly-moogly">Fake!</a>

<a href="#_">Fake!</a>

<a href="#0">Fake!</a>



Use JavaScript — either of these 2 methods will work 

<a href="javascript:void(0)">Fake!</a>

<a href="#" onClick="return false;">Fake!</a>



Links to 
Email, Phone Numbers, 

FaceTime, & Maps



For email links, use 
href="mailto:name@example.com" 

You can also include a subject & CC addresses, but 
those are not as widely supported





If you use webmail (e.g., Gmail, Yahoo, Outlook.com), 
clicking on a mailto link probably will not open a new 
email 

You’ll need to follow the instructions at “A guide to 
getting webmail services to work with mailto links” 
(chnsa.ws/yc) … & even then, they might not work  

B

https://chnsa.ws/yc


For phone numbers, use: 

<a href="tel:+18005551212">Call me!</a> 

You must include the +, then the country code (1 for the 
US), & then the 10-digit phone number



Global country calling codes





You can also separate numbers with - or . for code 
readability: 

<a href="tel:+1-800-555-1212">Call me!</a>



On mobile devices, clicking 
on the tel: link opens 
your phone app❶

❷



On tablets & desktops, it opens a helper app, 
like FaceTime on iOS & macOS

❶

❷



Using Firefox on Windows 
11, you are 1st asked if the 
site can open a tel link… 

& then asked to select an 
app to open the tel link



What about extensions? 

, adds a pause (about 1 second) 

; adds a wait (a long pause; actually, a wait for dial 
tone) 

<a href="tel:+18005551212;123">Call us!</a>



To start a FaceTime video call on Apple devices, use  
href="facetime:+18005551212" or 
href="facetime:hpl@lovecraft.com" 

For FaceTime audio calls on Apple devices, use  
href="facetime-audio:+18005551212" or 
href="facetime-audio:hpl@lovecraft.com"

mailto:hpl@lovecraft.com
mailto:hpl@lovecraft.com


For addresses you want to open in a Maps app, use: 

<a href="http://maps.apple.com/?
q=454+Angell+St+Providence+RI+02906">address</a>

<a href="http://maps.apple.com/?q=02906">address
</a>

<a href="http://maps.apple.com/?
q=Providence+RI">address</a>

Use maps.apple.com — it works on every browser & on every 
OS!



<nav> … </nav> 

A section of a page with navigation links to… 

» Other pages, either internal or external, or 
» Parts within the page (URL fragments), like a table of 

contents 

Only “major navigation blocks”



Notice that <nav> has not changed 
how the list looks, because <nav> 
doesn’t change appearance, just 
meaning (it’s semantic!)



With CSS, we can easily change how 
the <nav> appears, making it 
prettier & more usable



More than one <nav> section is OK on a page 

However, for accessibility, you need to uniquely label 
each <nav> using the aria-label attribute





If headings (e.g., <h3>) are used to label each <nav>, 
then you have use an id attribute on the <h3> & aria-
labelledby on the <nav>

The values for id & aria-labelledby must match





✏ SIDE NOTE

There are many different kinds of navigation on a 
website 

Let’s look at 5 common kinds of navigation: 

1. Branding/Home 
2. Core Content/Primary 
3. Breadcrumb 
4. Utility 
5. Subpage



Branding/Home Navigation





❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶



Identifies site to user + acts as Home button 
Branding through logo &/or wordmark &/or tagline



Identifies site to user + acts as Home button 
Branding through logo &/or wordmark &/or tagline



Where is the Branding/Home navigation?



Where is the Branding/Home navigation?



Core Content/Primary 
Navigation



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷



Goals of core content nav is to make it easy for users 
to… 

» understand the broad categorizations of content, 
» & then get where they want to go 

Use clear language 

Think externally, not internally



Most common layout today is horizontal, which turns 
into a hamburger ☰ on mobile



Most common layout today is horizontal, which turns 
into a hamburger ☰ on mobile



Advantages to horizontal core content nav 

» Readability 
» Efficient usage of space 
» Usability 
» Can have 2nd-tier menus





Breadcrumb Navigation



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷

❸



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷

Breadcrumb



AKA wayfinding or path navigation 

Communicates hierarchical location of page to user 

Based on story of Hansel & Gretel (but not really!)



Very familiar & usable 

Better to use connectors (> or ➤) instead of separators 
(:, |, or /) 



Without breadcrumbs, visitors 
have to do a lot of cognitive work



Utility Navigation



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷

❸

❹



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷

❹

Breadcrumb



Meta tasks for using the site, such as: 

» Search 
» Site Map 
» Sign In 
» Press 
» Shopping Cart 

People have learned to look in the top right for this



Subpage Navigation



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷

❸

❹

❺



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷

❹

Breadcrumb



❶ Branding/Home 
❷ Primary 
❸ Breadcrumb 
❹ Utility 
❺ Subpage

❶

❷

❹

Breadcrumb

Subpage



Lists pages that are subpages of the current one 

Content of the current webpage often repeats links to 
subpages while also giving details about them 







Normally placed directly under webpage title 
(proximity makes purpose clearer) 

Can be organized in columns if there are many links 

Optional, so appears as needed 

Uses horizontal space efficiently 



Placement above page title is a bit odd



Lots of subpages!



So many subpages that 
filtering is necessary



Sectioning



Creates section 

<body>

<nav>

<article>

<aside>

<section>

<h1>–<h6>* * Can create implicit, not explicit, section

Section info 

<h1>–<h6>

<header>

<footer>

<address>



Sectioning elements divide the webpage up into areas 
called landmarks, e.g., main content, navigation, 
asides, sections, headers, & footers 

All content on a page should go into landmarks



HTML landmarks: 

» <main> 
» <aside> 
» <section>* 
» <nav> 
» <header> & <footer> (only if a child of <body>) 
» <form>* 

Note that <article> is not a landmark

* Must use aria-labelledby, aria-label, or title attributes







<header>

<footer>

<main>

<nav>



Why use landmarks? 

» Easier for developers to read code if everything is 
grouped together (collapsing code! 9) 

» Makes styling sections of the page easier (instead of 
h2.sidebar you can use aside > h2) 

» Convey structure of your page to services & software 
» Assistive technologies look for landmarks to help 

users



Landmarks are really important for accessibility 

Landmarks identify important areas of webpages, 
making it easy for users of assistive technologies to skip 
over or jump to those areas



WAI-ARIA* is a W3C specification that defines a group 
of HTML global attributes that can be used to provide 
additional semantics & improve accessibility 

Examples include role, aria-required, aria-
labelledby, aria-modal, & aria-disabled

* Web Accessibility Initiative - Accessible Rich Internet Applications, usually just called ARIA



Prior to HTML5, it was necessary to use the role 
attribute to define landmarks 

<div class="sidebar" role="complementary">
<div class="main-content" role="main"> 

HTML5 replaces those landmark role attributes with 
elements



ARIA Landmark Role HTML5 equivalent

complementary <aside>

contentinfo <footer>

form <form title="Sign up form">

banner <header>

main <main>

navigation <nav>

region <section title="Part 1">



Excellent info!



“Using the <aside> element will automatically 
communicate a section has a role of complementary. 
Developers should always prefer using the correct 
semantic HTML element over using ARIA.” —MDN 
(emphasis added)



Matthew Tylee Atkinson created a browser extension 
that can test & use landmarks 

» Chromium-based browsers: Landmark Navigation via 
Keyboard or Pop-up 

» Firefox: Landmarks 

(Safari users can use Apple’s excellent VoiceOver 
feature for macOS, iOS, iPadOS, tvOS, & watchOS)









✏ SIDE NOTE

Other ways to test landmarks & accessibility 

» JAWS ⊞ 
» NVDA ⊞ 
» Orca C 
» Microsoft’s Accessibility Insights ⊞ 
» VoiceOver 



✏ SIDE NOTE

ARIA is a huge spec, with many roles, states, & 
properties 

We have only focused here on the landmark roles 

More discussion about ARIA in the For Developers 
Only presentation



<article> … </article> 

A section of content that can stand on its own as a 
complete & self-contained composition that could be 
independently distributed or reused 

<article> does not mean “long” — a tweet could be in 
an <article> 

(Remember — not a landmark!)



Services & software use <article> (& landmark 
elements) to gather important content from a 
webpage, e.g.: 

» Scrapers like Diffbot & Mercury Web Parser 
» Read-it-later services like Instapaper & Pocket 
» Browser add-ons like Mercury Reader & Reader 

Mode 
» Built-in browser tools like Safari Reader, Firefox 

Reader View, & Edge’s Immersive Reader





This isn’t actually what this page 1st looked like…





Large subscription ad … OK, I need to log in …





ALL of the content is covered by ads?! 0 

This sort of crap is why I’ve used ad blockers for 20+ years





Ahhhh…
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<aside> … </aside> 

Tangentially related content 
 
» Sidebars 
» Pull quotes 
» Glossary 
» Related links









<section> … </section> 

A generic section containing a thematic grouping of 
content 

Can start with a heading (<h1>–<h6>) 

Not a generic container element! For that, use <div>





Don’t get <section>-itis! 

Only use <section> there’s a layout or other 
presentational purpose



<body> is the root section container 

It’s common to put a <header> or <footer> directly 
inside <body> as a landmark 

You can—& should!—still use <header> or <footer> 
inside other sectioning elements like <aside>



<header> … </header> 

Introductory or navigational aids for an area 

Does not create a new area; it labels an area 
(remember, the equivalent ARIA role is banner)



Multiple <header>s are fine in a webpage, up to one 
per section 

» One at the top of the webpage (in <body>) as a 
landmark 

» One at the top of sections (as appropriate) 

But every section does not need a <header>



Use <header> when you need something more 
complex than just a heading like <h2> 

A typical <header> may contain… 
 

» A section’s heading (<h1>-<h6>) 
» Table of contents 
» Logos 
» Navigation (likely in <nav>) 
» Search form





<footer> … </footer> 

Footer for an area (the equivalent ARIA role is 
contentinfo)



Multiple <footer>s are fine in a webpage, up to one 
per area 

» One at the bottom of the webpage (in <body>) as a 
landmark 

» One at the end of areas (as appropriate) 

But every area does not need a <footer>



A typical <footer> may contain… 
 
» Author 
» Copyright 
» Links to related content 
» Contact info (in <address>) 
» Social media links or icons





A <footer> can itself contains sectioning elements 
(<section> or <nav> for instance) 

If it does, those usually contain… 
 

» Appendices 
» Indexes 
» Long colophons 
» License agreements 
» Fat footer content





<nav> 9 4 4.1 4.2 5 Y

<article> 9 4 4.1 4.2 5 Y

<aside> 9 4 4.1 4.2 5 Y

<section> 9 4 4.1 4.2 5 Y

<header> 9 4 4.1 4.2 5 Y

<footer> 9 4 4.1 4.2 5 Y



Scripting



<script> … </script> 

Embeds or references executable script (99.999% of the 
time, JavaScript) in the document



Embedding places the actual 
JavaScript in the HTML



Referencing imports a external 
JavaScript using src attribute



✏ SIDE NOTE

HTML 4 required the type attribute: 

<script src="foo.js" type="text/javascript"></
script> 

HTML5 removes that requirement +: 

<script src="foo.js"></script>



Other 
Elements



Following are all of the HTML elements we did not 
cover here, along with a very brief description of what 
they do



CSS 

<div>: content division 
<span>: content span 
<style>: CSS information for a document 

JavaScript 

<noscript>: content for non-JavaScript browsers



Metadata 

<link>: specifies relationships between resources (CSS) 
<base>: base URL for all relative URLs 

Languages for Embedding Content 

<svg>: insert SVG document or embed SVG fragment 
<math>: insert content written in MathML



Embedded Multimedia 

<picture>: offer alternative versions of an image 
<canvas>: JavaScript-based graphics & animations 
<map>: clickable image map 
<area>: clickable area inside image map 

Embedded Content 

<embed>: embeds external content 
<object>: external resource needing a plugin 
<param>: defines parameters for <object>



Figures 

<figure>: self-contained content 
<figcaption>: caption or legend describing <figure>

Frames 

<iframe>: inline, nested webpage



Grouping 

<pre>: preformatted text 

Edits 

<del>: text deleted from document 
<ins>: text added to document



Text Semantics 

<abbr>: abbreviation 
<cite>: citation 
<code>: inline code 
<data>: machine-readable translation of content 
<dfn>: definition 
<kbd>: textual user input from keyboard or voice 
<mark>: marked or highlighted 
<pre>: preformatted (monospaced) text



Text Semantics 

<q>: inline quotation 
<samp>: sample output from a computer program 
<sub>: subscript 
<sup>: superscript 
<time>: specific period in time 
<var>: name of variable in math or programming 
<wbr>: line break opportunity



Tables 

<table>: tabular data 
<tr>: table row 
<th>: table header cell 
<td>: table data cell 
<thead>: table head 
<tbody>: table body 
<tfoot>: table foot 
<col>: table column 
<colgroup>: table column group 
<caption>: table caption



Forms 

<form>: interactive controls for submitting information 
<fieldset>: group controls & labels 
<legend>: caption for <fieldset> 
<label>: caption for form control 
<input>: form input 
<textarea>: multi-line editing for plain text 
<button>: clickable button 



Forms 

<option>: selectable menu items 
<select>: displays menu of <option>s 
<optgroup>: group of <option>s within <select> 
<datalist>: permissable or recommended <option>s 
<meter>: scale of ranges or fractional values 
<progress>: indicator showing completion progress 
<output>: container for calculation or action results



Interaction 

<dialog>: interactive component, e.g., dialog or alert 
<menu>: list of interactive items 
<details>: disclosure widget for information 
<summary>: label for <details> 

Web Components 

<slot>: placeholder to create separate DOM tree 
<template>: holds HTML rendered via JavaScript



Ruby 

<ruby>: annotations to pronounce CJK characters 
<rp>: fall-back parentheses for non-ruby browsers 
<rt>: ruby text component 

Text Direction 

<bdi>: change text direction 
<bdo>: override current directionality of text



Obsolete — do not use! 

<acronym>: acronym or abbreviation for a word 
<applet>: embed Java applet 
<basefont>: default font face, size, & color 
<bgsound>: background sound file 
<big>: larger text 
<blink>: causes text to slowly flash 
<center>: centers content horizontally 
<content>: used to insert code inside Shadow DOM 
<dir>: container for a directory of files &/or folders



Obsolete — do not use! 

<font>: defines font size, color, & face 
<frame>: area to display another HTML document 
<frameset>: contains frame elements 
<image>: precursor to <img> 
<keygen>: use public keys with <form> 
<marquee>: insert a scrolling area of text 
<menuitem>: invoke command through a popup menu 
<nobr>: prevent text from automatically wrapping



Obsolete — do not use! 

<noembed>: alternative fallback content 
<noframes>: content for non-<frame> browsers 
<plaintext>: renders everything after as raw text 
<rb>: base text component of ruby annotation 
<rtc>: semantic annotations of characters in ruby 
<shadow>: shadow DOM insertion point 
<spacer>: inserts empty spaces 
<strike>: strikethrough over text; same as <s> 
<tt>: displays text with monospace font 
<xmp>: renders monospace text without interpreting HTML



Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

jans@websanity.com 
websanity.com
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Bonus



Lists



<ol> is often used to create navigation via CSS 

Why? Because the order of navigation matters



It looks all fancy thanks to CSS!



<dl> … </dl> 

HTML 4: Definition list 

HTML5: Renamed Description List 

Lists terms & descriptions of those terms, like… 

» Glossary 
» Metadata keys & values



<dt> … </dt> 

Description term 

The word or phrase being defined or described



<dd> … </dd> 

Description data for a description term





May have more than 1 <dt> and/or 1 <dd>





& FORMATTING GUIDE

Don’t do this — it makes your code harder to read 

<dl>
  <dt>Cxaxukluth</dt><dd>Spawn of Azathoth; 
father of Hziulquoigmnzhah & Ghisguth</dd>
  <dt>Hziulquoigmnzhah</dt><dd>Son of 
Cxaxukluth; uncle of Tsathoggua</dd>
  <dt>Tsathoggua</dt><dd>Son of Ghisguth: the 
Sleeper of N'kai</dd>
</dl>

Just put <dt> & <dd> on separate lines



& FORMATTING GUIDE

Like this: 

<dl>
  <dt>Cxaxukluth</dt>
  <dd>Spawn of Azathoth; father of 
Hziulquoigmnzhah & Ghisguth</dd>
  <dt>Hziulquoigmnzhah</dt>
  <dd>Son of Cxaxukluth; uncle of Tsathoggua</
dd>
  <dt>Tsathoggua</dt>
  <dd>Son of Ghisguth: the Sleeper of N'kai</dd>
</dl>



& FORMATTING GUIDE

<ul>
  <dl>
    <li><dt>Term</dt></li>
    <li><dd>Description</dd></li>
  </dl>
</ul>

No. Just no. 

An unordered list inside <dd>? Maybe. But a <dl> 
inside a <ul> (or <ol>)? No. And it won’t validate!

#



& FORMATTING GUIDE

You can, however, use 1 or more <p>s inside an <li> or 
<dd>





Character References



What about an ampersand &, e.g.: 
Carton & Granneman
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=van+halen&df=m 

In HTML 4, you were required to encode it every time: 
Carton &amp; Granneman
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=van+halen&amp;df=m 

In HTML5, it depends whether it is an ambiguous (not 
valid) or unambiguous (valid) ampersand



An ambiguous ampersand 
looks like it could be a 
named character reference 
but is not 

It starts with & & ends with 
; & has alphanumeric 
characters in the middle, 
but it isn’t in the official 
list



These look right — but they 
are imposters! 

&2021;
&cthulhu; 

So they must be destroyed 
are not allowed



These look right — but they 
are imposters! 

&2021;
&cthulhu; 

So they must be destroyed 
are not allowed



These don’t look at all like a 
named character reference, 
so it’s perfectly OK to use 
them 

Carton & Granneman

https://duckduckgo.com/?
q=van+halen&df=m 

Even &cthulhu would be OK 
(though weird) because 
there’s not a ; at the end

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=van+halen&df=m
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=van+halen&df=m


Numeral systems 

Humans use base Qd: 0–9 

Computers use base B (binary): 0 & 1 

Hexadecimal uses base 16: 0–F (0–9, then A–F)  

The letters in hex are not case sensitive



Hexadecimal numeric character references

&#xA9; © &#xA7; § &#xF6; ö

&#x2122; ™ &#xB6; ¶ &#xC9; É

&#x22; " &#xBC; ¼ &#xE9; é

&#x201C; “ &#x2014; — &#xF7; ÷

&#x201E; ” &#x3C; < &#xB7; •

&#x2026; … &#x3E; > &#x2713; ✓



&nbsp; — the non-breaking space



Unfortunately, before CSS, developers figured out ways 
to mis-use &nbsp; to insert multiple spaces without the 
monospaced fonts of <pre>





Do not mis-use the &nbsp; character entity! 

It’s a terrible hack 

It’s not semantic 

It complicates code 

It breaks CSS 

Use CSS instead!



✏ SIDE NOTE

5 spaces with character references

&nbsp; Non-breaking space

&#20; Standard space

&emsp; Em space; height of the font, not width of 
M!

&ensp; En space; 1/2 width of em space, not width 
of N!

&thinsp; Thin space; 1/5 or 1/6 of an em space



Embedded 
Multimedia



<img>

<svg> 

<figure> & <figcaption> 

<video>, <audio>, <source>, <track>

<iframe>



<img>



& FORMATTING GUIDE

Unless you really know what you’re doing & why you’re 
doing it, don’t put <img> inside headings (e.g, <h1> & 
<h2>) 

<h1>The Call of Cthulhu <img src="cthulhu.

webp"></h1> " 

<h1>The Call of Cthulhu</h1>

<p><img src="cthulhu.webp"></p> !



December 2018: Nvidia 
researchers unveil 
StyleGAN, an AI that 
creates (usually) real-
looking fake human faces 

February 2019: Uber 
engineer Phillip Wang uses 
StyleGAN to create This 
Person Does Not Exist, 
which displays a new face 
on each webpage reload



decoding – 79 63 11.1 11.3 96 96

loading – 79 75 15.4 15.4 77 77

sizes – 16 38 9 9 38 Y

srcset – 16 38 9 9 34 34



<audio> … </audio> 

Allows the browser to play audio without Flash or other 
plugins



Attributes 

» src="[URL]": if multiple, use <source> instead 
» controls: Show play, stop, & other controls 
» autoplay: No! 
» muted: Not normally a good idea (default is false) 
» loop: Repeat audio—only use if necessary! 
» preload="auto": Audio downloaded in background 

(Yes!)



On mobile browsers, the following <audio> attributes 
are not supported: 

» autoplay
» muted 
» preload="auto"





Don’t forget you can also use <source> & <track>





Ogg – 17 3.5 – – 4 2.3

MP3 9 12 22 4 4 4 2.3

AAC 9 12 22* 4 4 12 3

WebM – 79 28
12.1† 
14.1‡

12.2† 
15

25 2.3

WAV – 12 3.5 4 3.2 8 3.2

* Only in MP4 container & only if OS has codecs installed     † Only in WebRTC 
‡ Safari on macOS 11.3 & up



Audio conversion software

Permute • $15 
software.charliemonroe.net/permute/

Adapter • $0 
www.macroplant.com/adapter/

Adapter • $0 
www.macroplant.com/adapter/

http://software.charliemonroe.net/permute/


<iframe> … </iframe> 

Internal frame: embeds another webpage inside the 
current webpage 

src attribute is required 

2 attributes should instead be handled using CSS: 
width (default is 300px) & height (default is 150px)





A good thing: the embedded webpage in an <iframe> 
can be updated without reloading the container page 

A caveat: the container webpage’s CSS & JavaScript 
cannot affect the embedded webpage in an <iframe> 
(but this is good!)



<iframe> security is a big deal, so several attributes 
focus on that 

» allow: Specifies a feature policy 
» sandbox: Applies extra restrictions to the content in 

the frame 
» csp: A Content Security Policy enforced for the 

embedded resource 
» referrerpolicy: Indicates which referrer to send 

when fetching the frame’s resource



srcdoc

Instead of a link to a document, specifies inline HTML 
to show 

Overrides src attribute — if the browser doesn’t 
support srcdoc, it falls back to the URL in src 

Must encode any quotation marks inside srcdoc’s value 
using &quot; (see Character Entities later)





srcdoc – 79 25 6 6 20 25



✏ SIDE NOTE

There is a much older feature called Frames which uses 
<frameset> & <frame> 

MDN: “Avoid using it, and update existing code if 
possible; see the compatibility table at the bottom of 
this page to guide your decision. Be aware that this 
feature may cease to work at any time.” 

Don’t use those elements! 

And besides, Frames sucked anyway



Links



<a>

<nav>

<menu>



Before continuing, let’s go over The Anatomy of a Web 
Address

Easily our most-viewed & most-loved pen on CodePen!













<a>



href attribute must link to 1 of these: 

» a URL; e.g., https://cthulhu.com/hpl.html or  
/hpl.html 

» a path; e.g., hastur.html or dagon/ or dagon/
hastur.html or ../dagon/hastur.html 

» a query; e.g., ?monster=shoggoth 
» a fragment identifier; e.g., #cthulhu 
» a combination of any of the above

https://cthulhu.com


Document-Relative URLs



To understand document-relative URLs, you need to 
understand the basics of how paths work 

Computer paths specify where a file or folder is located 

⊞: C:\Users\scott\Pictures\yog-sothoth.jpg 

: /Users/scott/Pictures/yog-sothoth.jpg



Web servers use a specified folder as the root folder of a 
website 

Everything in the root folder is the website



On Linux, website root 
folders go inside /var/www 

All the files & assets for my 
website go inside 
www.granneman.com 

All the files & assets for 
Finn’s website go inside 
www.finn.com 

And so on

!www 
    ↳!
www.granneman.com 
    ↳!www.finn.com 
    ↳!www.cthulhu.com



When the web server is 
serving files from 
www.cthulhu.com, it acts 
as though 
www.cthulhu.com is the 
only folder on the server 

Every internal link is based 
on the fact that everything 
exists solely inside 
www.cthulhu.com

!www 
    ↳!
www.granneman.com 
    ↳!www.finn.com 
    ↳!www.cthulhu.com



Start with standard folders 
& a default page 

The 4 folders & the file are 
all siblings, in the same 
folder 

The 4 folders & the file are 
also children of the 
www.granneman.com folder

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

    ↳!fonts

    ↳!images

    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js



Add a privacy.html page 

index.html & privacy.html 
are now siblings 

index.html needs to link to 
privacy.html 

Since they’re in the same 
folder, linking is easy: 

<a href="privacy.html">

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

    ↳!fonts

    ↳!images

    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js

    ↳"privacy.html



This is true for sibling files 
in any folder 

Add another folder with files 
in it: web-dev/browsers 

index.html needs to link to 
its other 3 sibling webpages 

<a href="chrome.html">
<a href="firefox.html">
<a href="safari.html">

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

    ↳…
    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js

    ↳"privacy.html
    ↳!web-dev

        ↳!browsers

            ↳"chrome.html
            ↳"firefox.html
            ↳"index.html
            ↳"safari.html



Add more files & folders 

Create a link on web-dev/
index.html pointing to 
sublime.html: 

<a href="editors/
sublime.html">

web-dev/index.html is a 
sibling of editors, so go 
into it & find sublime.html

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳…
    ↳!web-dev

        ↳!browsers

            ↳"chrome.html
            ↳"firefox.html
            ↳"index.html
            ↳"safari.html
        ↳!editors

            ↳"index.html
            ↳"sublime.html
            ↳"v-s-code.html
        ↳"index.html



'PRO TIP

Remember root-relative 
URLs that start with /? 

You could do that here too: 

<a href="/web-dev/
editors/sublime.html">

Start at /, go down into 
web-dev, then into 
editors, & then find 
sublime.html

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳…
    ↳!web-dev

        ↳!browsers

            ↳"chrome.html
            ↳"firefox.html
            ↳"index.html
            ↳"safari.html
        ↳!editors

            ↳"index.html
            ↳"sublime.html
            ↳"v-s-code.html
        ↳"index.html



What if I want to link from 
editors/index.html to 
web-dev/index.html? 

<a href="../index. 
html">

.. means go up one 
directory, so go up from 
editors into web-dev & 
find index.html

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳…
    ↳!web-dev

        ↳!browsers

            ↳"chrome.html
            ↳"firefox.html
            ↳"index.html
            ↳"safari.html
        ↳!editors

            ↳"index.html
            ↳"sublime.html
            ↳"v-s-code.html
        ↳"index.html



index.html is a default 
page, however, so actually 
we could do this: 

<a href="../">

.. means go up from 
editors into web-dev & 
find the default page, 
which is index.html

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳…
    ↳!web-dev

        ↳!browsers

            ↳"chrome.html
            ↳"firefox.html
            ↳"index.html
            ↳"safari.html
        ↳!editors

            ↳"index.html
            ↳"sublime.html
            ↳"v-s-code.html
        ↳"index.html



Or we could use a root-
relative URL along with 
the default page! 

<a href="/web-dev/">

Start at /, go down into 
web-dev, & then find the 
default page, which is 
index.html

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳…
    ↳!web-dev

        ↳!browsers

            ↳"chrome.html
            ↳"firefox.html
            ↳"index.html
            ↳"safari.html
        ↳!editors

            ↳"index.html
            ↳"sublime.html
            ↳"v-s-code.html
        ↳"index.html



Add some sections that’ll 
be on my website

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

    ↳!fonts

    ↳!images

    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js

    ↳!presentations

    ↳!teaching

    ↳!web-dev 
    ↳!writing



I need to link index.html to 
main.css 

index.html & the css folder 
are siblings 

main.css is the child of css 

<a href="css/main.css">

To link to main.css, 
index.html has go into css, 
& then select main.css

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

        ↳"main.css
    ↳!fonts

    ↳!images

    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js



'PRO TIP

!www.granneman.com 
    ↳!css

        ↳"main.css
    ↳!fonts

    ↳!images

    ↳"index.html 
    ↳!js

Remember root-relative 
URLs that start with /? 

You could do that here too: 

<a href="/css/
main.css">

Start at /, go down into 
css, & then find main.css

(Actually, this is what I 
always do when linking 
to CSS)

!★



Fragments



Page fragments & fragment identifiers 

Name preceded by #, specifying an internal location in a 
webpage that is targeted using the id attribute 

Can be pointed to on the same page, from other pages 
on the same site, or from other sites



<h1>The Call of Cthulhu</h1>

<p id="toc">Table of Contents</p>
<ul>
  <li><a href="#horror-clay">I. The Horror in Clay</
a></li>
  <li>II. The Tale of Inspector Legrasse</li>
  <li>III. The Madness from the Sea</li>
</ul>

<h2 id="horror-clay">I. The Horror in Clay <a 
href="#toc"><small>ToC</small></a></h2>

URL is https://hpl.com/CoC.html



<h1>The Call of Cthulhu</h1>

<p id="toc">Table of Contents</p>
<ul>
  <li><a href="#horror-clay">I. The Horror in Clay</
a></li>
  <li>II. The Tale of Inspector Legrasse</li>
  <li>III. The Madness from the Sea</li>
</ul>

<h2 id="horror-clay">I. The Horror in Clay <a 
href="#toc"><small>ToC</small></a></h2>

URL will now be https://hpl.com/CoC.html#horror-clay



<h1>The Call of Cthulhu</h1>

<p id="toc">Table of Contents</p>
<ul>
  <li><a href="#horror-clay">I. The Horror in Clay</
a></li>
  <li>II. The Tale of Inspector Legrasse</li>
  <li>III. The Madness from the Sea</li>
</ul>

<h2 id="horror-clay">I. The Horror in Clay <a 
href="#toc"><small>ToC</small></a></h2>

URL will now be https://hpl/CoC.html#toc

https://hpl/CoC.html#toc




Content Categories



It’s easy to hyperlink a few words in a paragraph: 

<p>
  Lovecraft wrote <a href="https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dagon_(short_story)"> 
Dagon</a> in 1917.
</p> 

But what if you wanted to hyperlink the entire 
paragraph?



HTML 4.01 categorized virtually all elements into 1 or 2 
categories — block-level or inline — & the big rule was 
that block-level element could not go inside inline 
elements

<a>
  <p>
    Yog-Sothoth
  </p>
</a>

<p>
  <a>
    Yog-Sothoth
  </a>
</p>



HTML 4.01 categorized virtually all elements into 1 or 2 
categories — block-level or inline — & the big rule was 
that block-level element could not go inside inline 
elements

<a>
  <p>
    Yog-Sothoth
  </p>
</a>

<p>
  <a>
    Yog-Sothoth
  </a>
</p>

$



HTML5 supersedes that simple categorization with a 
(much) more detailed set of content categories that 
determine what elements can correctly go inside other 
elements



Thanks to HTML5 you can put <a> around <p> (if you 
want the entire paragraph to be a link) — actually, you 
can put <a> around a lot of elements!

<a>
  <p>
    Yog-Sothoth
  </p>
</a>

<p>
  <a>
    Yog-Sothoth
  </a>
</p>



Content categories apply to all elements 

For example, your code will not validate if you… 

» Put <p> inside <i>
» Put <header> inside <footer>
» Put <figcaption> anywhere except inside <figure>
» Put <li> anywhere except inside <ul>, <ol>, or 
<menu>

» Put <h2>, <article>, or <header> inside <address>



There are many other examples in which certain 
elements are not allowed inside other elements 

Why? 

Once again, because of HTML’s content categories



WHATWG

Parents:

Children:

Content categories



MDN

Content categories

Parents:

Children:



Every HTML element falls into zero or more content 
categories

















<menu> … </menu> 

Acts like <ul> in every way, except it is semantically 
correct for building interactive menus







<menu> 11 12 8 3.1 3.2 1 2.1

Note: the purpose of <menu> has changed. The old use with <menuitem> is not 
supported at all, but all browsers now support the new use with <li>, but compatibility 
charts have not been updated



Interactivity



<details> & <summary>



<details> … </details> 

Represents a “disclosure widget” that allows users to 
obtain additional info or controls 

First child must be <summary>, which the user sees, & 
then followed by text (if you leave out <summary>, most 
browsers will use Details as the label)



<summary> … </summary> 

Specifies a summary, caption, or legend for a <details> 
disclosure box 

Clicking <summary> toggles the parent <details> open 
& closed 

Only use for <summary> is inside <details>



<summary> can only contain: 

» <h1>–<h6> 
» plain text 
» HTML that can be used within a <p>



Firefox 82



Firefox 82



Brave (Chromium-based) 1.10.97



Firefox 82



Firefox 82







'PRO TIP

Default styles for <summary> includes display: list-
item, which allows you to change or remove the 
disclosure triangle icon that indicates closed or open 

You can also remove the disclosure triangle if you 
change the style to display: block



Scripting



<script> 

<noscript> 

<canvas>



<noscript> … </noscript> 

Alternate content when <script> is not executed 
(because, for instance, scripting is turned off in the 
browser)



If <noscript> is in <head>, can only contain <link>, 
<style>, or <meta> 

If <noscript> is in <body>, can contain content





<canvas> … </canvas> 

A resolution-dependent bitmap canvas that is used for 
drawing graphics on the fly using JavaScript 

<canvas> is raster-based, while SVG is vector-based



Used for: 

» graphs 
» game graphics 
» art 
» visual images 
» photo compositions 
» animations 
» & much more!



Sizing via CSS can cause distortion, so better to use the 
width & height attributes 

Unless you’re creating a responsive webpage…



'PRO TIP

What about height & width on a responsive webpage? 

1. Don’t use width & height attributes on <canvas> 
2. In CSS, set width: 100% for the <canvas> 
3. Using JavaScript, set the height to some ratio of the 

width 

var canvas = 
document.getElementById('responsive-canvas');
var heightRatio = 1.5;
canvas.height = canvas.width * heightRatio;



Can provide alternate content inside <canvas> for older 
rendering engines & those with JavaScript disabled 

<canvas width="640" height="480">
  Time to get a real browser!
</canvas>



Advantages of <canvas> 

» Interactivity via keyboard, mouse, or touch 
» Animation of all objects 
» Flexibility in what can be created 
» Supported by all major desktop & mobile rendering 

engines 
» Programmable!



Software you can use to create <canvas> 

» Adobe Flash Animate 
» Adobe Illustrator 
» Adobe After Effects + bodymovin extension 
» Tumult Hype 
» Google Web Designer 
» Construct 2 (games)
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SEO



SEO (Search Engine Optimization)  

is all about getting higher rankings on  

SERPs (Search Engine Results Pages),  

which should result in higher  

CTRs (Click-Through Rates)



<meta name="robots" content="noindex"> 

Tells search engines not to index the webpage & show it 
on SERPs (Search Engine Results Pages)



'PRO TIP

Google points out that in order for it to even see 
noindex, you cannot block the page using robots.txt 

If you block Googlebot using robots.txt, it won’t see 
noindex, & your webpage can still appear in SERPs if 
other pages link to it!



<meta name="robots" content="nofollow"> 

Tells search engines not to follow links on the webpage 
& index them 

Prevents search engines from associating your page 
(which may have a good ranking) with external pages 
you link to (which may not have a good ranking) 

More useful on discussion sites where anyone can 
comment & add links



<meta name="robots" content="noindex, 
nofollow"> 

Combine both if you need to



Tools



Books



Jon Duckett’s HTML & 
CSS: Design & Build 
Websites is overall good 
but now outdated in 
several places



References



pinboard.in/u:rsgranne/t:html



pinboard.in/u:rsgranne/t:html5

















Browser Tools



Built-in developer tools are excellent















This is for Edge 12–19 only; later versions 
of Edge are based on Chromium





Validation







Address, File Upload, or Text Field



Learn



Twitter: 

@rachelandrew 
@css 
@cssweekly 
@typewolf 
@darkpatterns 
@webkit 
@paul_irish



Mastodon: 

Rachel Andrew: @rachelandrew@front-end.social 

Deceptive Design: @darkpatterns@masto.design 

CSS-Tricks Bot: @css@hello.2heng.xin 

Paul Irish: @paul_irish@toot.cafe

mailto:rachelandrew@front-end.social
mailto:darkpatterns@masto.design
mailto:css@hello.2heng.xin


Websites: 

CSS-Tricks 

Web.Dev

https://css-tricks.com/
https://web.dev/


Changelog 

2023-03-27 4.9: Added year PNGs appeared; 



Changelog 

2023-03-12 4.8: Added section in <nav> about 5 kinds 
of navigation; added example of using alt="" to <img>; 
added citation to The Anatomy of a Web Address; 
added citation for metadata; added <hgroup> back in … 
for good this time!; updated numbers & citations in 
Global Attributes; further explanation of metadata in 
HTML; moved browser compatibility chart for new 
image formats



Changelog 

2023-03-09 4.7: Added note about <video> vs 
YouTube; moved <figure> & <figcaption> from 
Bonus back into Embedded Multimedia 

2023-03-02 4.6: Added accessibility attributes for 
multiple <nav> on a page; removed Error 403 & added 
granneman.com to Default Pages; explained why you 
might want to create Fake Links; better example of 
tel: plus map of country calling codes

http://granneman.com


Changelog 

2023-02-26 4.5: Added Boxy SVG; minor edits; added 
kind="description" example back to <track>; 
rearranged slides re <track>; better wording for when 
to use <ul> & <ol>; added table for <em> & <i>, 
<strong> & <b>; added new slides to <address> to 
make it clearer; fixed M4A typo in Permute; updated 
compatibility tables for new image formats; added 
more to <svg> & improved content; added citations & 
number of photos taken per day to Raster



Changelog 

2022-12-06 4.4: Switched theme to Granneman 1.8; 
added instructions for showing Text Input menu in 
Ventura; added screenshot of what I enable in macOS 
Character Viewer; added Mastodon account in Learn; 
replaced Inspector screenshots; added citations in several 
places; added new section, Links That Will Not Work; 
removed mention of WebP 2; fixed minor formatting 
issues; Chrome killed JPEG XL; mentioned that <audio> 
is in Bonus; added 3 image converters: Converseen, 
Permute, & Squash



Changelog 

2022-11-17 4.3: Moved nesting sublists from Bonus 
back into Lists; explained aria is for accessibility in 
Global Attributes; added a few new entries in Boolean 
Attribute Values; added <main> & labeled photos of 
desire lines in Semantic HTML; moved <s> & <small> 
back into Marking Up Text; updated screenshot for <i> 
to emphasize use with terms; added book images for 
metadata in Inside <head>



Changelog 

2022-11-11 4.2: Added several screenshots for <head>, 
<h1>, & other headings; added org chart for Your First 
Webpage; better example for <br><br>; added pre-
HTML5 code with several ex’s of <div id="">; added big 
section on Windows 11 Emoji Picker & why it’s garbage 

2022-07-08 4.1: Added srcset back in to <img> & 
expanded it; added Windows 11 screenshots for <a 
href="tel:">



Changelog 

2022-07-08 4.0: Massive overhaul to almost everything, 
removing a lot of material we wouldn’t have time to cover & 
rewriting many slides; included citations for every appropriate 
slide 

2022-03-17 3.3: Added screenshot to Root-Relative URLs; new 
terrible screenshots of This Person Does Not Exist; updated &/
or corrected all citations for Your First Webpage, Headings, 
Lists, Character References, Grouping, Marking Up Text, & 
most of Embedded Media; added detail re: <svg> xmlns 
attribute; added 5 spaces with character references



Changelog 

2022-02-14 3.2: Finished in Other Elements; re-
organized & added better examples for <hr>; tiny 
clarification for <blockquote>; made <main> clearer 

2022-02-12 3.1: Updated compatibility chart for WebM; 
added Other Elements section to summarize elements 
that were taken out here & can be found in HTML - 
Overview for Professionals; rearranged slides in 
Character References



Changelog 

2021-12-19 3.0 (con’t. from !): removed CORS & 
crossorigin , preconnect, prefetch, preload, 
prerender, dns-prefetch, as from <link>; added 
chapter slides to split up <a>; added examples to 
Absolute URLs; added examples to Root-Relative 
URLs; better screenshots & updated defaults table in 
Default Pages; updated Text Input & Character Viewer 
in Character References; re-did almost everything!



Changelog 

2021-12-13 3.0: Removed most of IE; removed <base>, 
<map>, <area>, <object>, <param>, <embed>; removed 
Bonus, including: <base>, <big>, <acronym>, <frameset>, 
<frame>, <noframes>, <dialog>, <blink>, <marquee>, 
<font>, <basefont>, <tt>, <center>, <applet>, 
<bgsound>, <nextid>, <nobr>, <plaintext>, <listing>, 
<xmp>, <spacer>, & Tools; added slides explaining inter-
relationships of sectioning, grouping, & text semantic 
elements at the beginning of each of those sections; 
moved <meta> to Your First Webpage; (con’t. !)…



Changelog 

2021-12-13 2.8: Updated theme to Granneman 1.7; fixed 
formatting issues; added slide explaining metadata; added info 
re: void elements; moved <br> re: poetry to CSS - Typography; 
split off HTML - Overview to HTML - Overview for Students & 
HTML - Overview for Professionals; started re-organizing; big 
changed so bumped to 3.0! 

2021-07-20 2.7: Modified advice on <figure>; added slide of 
Mom’s Egg Salad illustrating ul, ol, li, dl, dt, & dd; for <track>, 
added slide illustrating descriptions; added more compatibility 
charts for image formats; added details re: WebP & AVIF



Changelog 

2021-07-18 2.6: Restored Learn under Tools; better org 
chart diagram for default pages; updated number of 
global attributes; fiddled around with <hgroup>; 
updated <menu>; added note re using JavaScript to 
generate ToC from headings; added more re MIME 
types; added slides in Links about links to external files 
causing webpages to load slower; more details on tel:, 
facetime:, & facetime-audio:; greatly improved 
entire Character References section



Changelog 

2020-12-02 2.5: Added lots of presenter notes; added 
This Person Does Not Exist to list of stock image sites; 
clarified void elements & self-closing elements in Type 
under Categorization 

2020-08-06 2.4: Added better examples of <address>; 
added note re specifying width & height for <img>; better 
screenshot showing headings create implied sections; 
Lovecraft-ized all <a> examples; renamed Character 
Entities to Character References & greatly expanded it



Changelog 

2020-07-14 2.3: Minor fixes & word changes; added & 
fixed arrows in <a>; added another way to create fake 
link; added examples of what never to use with href; 
added fun quiz of abbreviations & acronyms 

2020-07-13 2.2: (con’t. from ↓) re-took Anatomy of a 
Web Address screenshots; fixed bad link explaining 
how links work



Changelog 

2020-07-13 2.2: Changed “rendering engine” to 
“browsers” where appropriate; minor wording changes; 
Lovecraft-ized semantic HTML example; changed “small 
print” to “fine print” on <small>; (con’t. ↑) 

2020-07-04 2.1: Added compatibility charts for <img>; 
added details about the type attribute for <a>, <area>, & 
<link>; moved <font>, <basefont>, <tt>, <center> into 
new section in Bonus: Obsolete; cleaned up Bonus section 
& moved some things



Changelog 

2020-07-03 2.0 (con’t. from !): meaning of <cite> 
has changed, with examples; added <svg> example to 
<map>; added more detail about values for <link>’s rel 
& integrity attributes; added as to <link> attributes; 
moved list counters from Lists to Tables & Lists 
presentation; added compatibility table for <iframe> 
srcdoc; updated <video> & <audio> compatibility 
tables; updated Bonus; so many changes it’s now 
bumped to 2.0!



Changelog 

2020-07-03 2.0 (con’t. from !): added details re: 
<canvas> & moved into Scripting; streamlined Tools; 
updated screenshots of MDN Element Reference; 
added more info re: <canvas>, esp. re: responsiveness; 
removed ImgPlaceholder.com & added Unsplash & 
unsplash.it; changed site root-relative to root-relative; 
fixed <a> diagram missing arrows; added screenshot 
showing how headings become tables of contents via 
JS; added several examples for <br>; (con’t. !)

http://ImgPlaceholder.com
http://unsplash.it


Changelog 

2020-07-03 2.0 (con’t. from !): moved <hgroup> under 
Sectioning & expanded it; moved <blockquote> into 
Grouping; moved <q> &  <cite> into Text Semantics; 
added detail re: <q> incl. Chris Farley video; updated 
browser compatibility tables for Sectioning; updated 
wording for elements in Grouping; added more info & 
illustrations to <pre>; re-did <main>; replaced 
screenshots in <aside>; added <menu> & <menuitem> to 
Lists; added <summary> & <details>; (con’t. !)



Changelog 

2020-07-03 2.0 (con’t. from !): removed Lines & 
Paragraphs & moved <p>, <br>, <wbr>, & <pre> into 
Grouping & Text Semantics; re-ordered Categorization & 
added slide about sectioning, grouping, & text semantics; 
added <body> to Sectioning; added slide re: outlining to 
Sectioning; re-ordered elements in Sectioning; better 
explanation for <article>, & more on services & software 
that use it; moved details re: <small> out of sectioning & 
into Sizes?; added justification for <header>; (con’t. !)

tel:2020-07-03%202.0


Changelog 

2020-07-03 2.0 (con’t. from !): added Function to 
Categorization with tables; moved basic outline of 
<html>, <head>, & <body> at end of Document Structure; 
changed Global Attributes to Attributes & Values & 
completely re-did it; moved <ruby>, <rt>, <rp>, <bdo>, & 
<bdi> out of Bonus & into For Developers Only; added 
screenshot to hidden; improved screenshot & details for 
tabindex; removed Kevin Spacey from <aside> & added 
in Shakespeare’s Othello; (con’t. !)

tel:2020-07-03%202.0


Changelog 

2020-07-03 2.0: Updated number of elements; changed 
Multimedia to Embedded Multimedia; vastly improved 
semantic explanation & examples & moved from 
Categorization to Semantic HTML; re-did Categorization 
so it’s now much better (con’t. !) 

2019-09-14 1.26: Removed Web Platform Daily from 
Tools; added compatibility chart for <ol> reversed 
attribute; added examples for href attribute; added 
screenshot in <li>; added srcdoc to <iframe>



Changelog 

2019-08-25 1.24: Added detail re: <noscript>; 
Googlebot no longer looks at rel="prev" & "next"; 
added grouped examples for almost all elements in Text 
Semantics; added note that --- is not an em dash; 
added that headings are important for SEO 

2018-12-10 1.23: (con’t. from ↓) …better data-* 
screenshot; added slides re: target="_blank" & 
rel="noopener"; added detail re: headings



Changelog 

2018-12-10 1.23: Added more detail re: customizing the 
Character Viewer; added CodePen example for 
placeholder.com; added <pre> example from my 
journals; added put page before site in <title>; 
replaced screenshots for <aside> & <main>; replaced 
<figure> screenshot & added screenshot for making 
caption without <figure>; replaced placeholder.com 
(because it sucks now) with ImgPlaceholder.com & 
added other placeholder sites; (con’t. ↑)…

http://placeholder.com
http://placeholder.com
http://ImgPlaceholder.com


Changelog 

2018-11-08 1.22: Updated <time> screenshot; changed src to 
alt in value quotation example; added type to <source> with 
info re: MIME types; more info on <video> attributes for mobile 

2018-10-24 1.21: Updated compatibility tables with new Safari & 
iOS logos & reordered columns; deleted a few useless pages in 
Bonus 

2018-10-01 1.20: Re-ordered slides in Categorization & made 
them clearer; updated & fixed list of Boolean attributes; small 
fixes



Changelog 

2018-09-19 1.19: Added more formatting re: 
<blockquote>; fixed <meter>/<progress> table; added 
compatibility table for <mark>; better <h1> example for 
<small>; added links to slides for Tables & Forms; 
added links & details to Brackets & VSCode under 
Tools; added Matt’s Rule for <video>/<audio>; added 
slide re: when to use src or <source>; added 
formatting rule in <a> for quotation marks inside 
values; switched out image for <aside> pull quote



Changelog 

2018-09-17 1.18: Added formatting guides for <pre>, <dl>, 
<p>, <a>, <br>, <li>, <blockquote>, <address>, & headings; 
added Gerhyrah’s Rule, Eddie’s Rule, Chris’s Rule, & 
Christian’s Rule for formatting; un-hid using <section> inside 
<article>

2018-05-07 1.17: Massively changed <a>; fixed minor 
formatting errors introduced when switching themes; added 
Gmail screenshots to accesskey; added examples for video & 
audio (!); added pictures for Reader View that were stripped 
out when switching themes (?)



Changelog 

2017-11-06 1.16: Added PRO TIP section for default/
index/main pages; added FORMATTING GUIDE to <p> & 
<hx>; updated theme to updated Granneman 1.4 again; 
formatting fixes; added slides re: when to use <figure> 
with <image>; added page showing different quotation 
marks in different languages; added  in Unicode; 
changed accesskey to mostly don’t use it; better slide 
introducing list types; re-organized <video> & <audio> to 
explain <source>; added further explanation of proper 
heading levels



Changelog 

2017-11-03 1.15: Clearer hyphens & dashes table; added 
Edge to Visualized Data compatibility chart; switched 
theme to Granneman 1.4; minor formatting fixes; added 
links to more info I’ve created on Brackets & Visual Studio 
Code; added slides on boolean attributes; placehold.it has 
become placeholder.com; added note re: holder.js; <img> 
goes inside <p> &tc; added note re: correct formatting of 
<source>; made placeholder images into a PRO TIP; for 
<img>, added slide re: creating css, images, js



Changelog 

2017-11-02 1.14: Updated “HTML 4.01” & “HTML5” to use 
lining numbers; updated iOS logo & removed Edge if 
unnecessary in compatibility charts; added compatibility chart 
for Sectioning; better Lists table 

2017-10-23 1.13: Hid examples in <frame>; moved Tools > 
Learning to Bonus; added Nu Validation Checker to Validation; 
updated <small> example to show CSS; better example for 
<main>; added JavaScript libraries for <canvas>; copied 
Separation of Concerns from CSS Overview; updated <aside> 
example



Changelog 

2017-10-20 1.12 (con’t ↓): Removed <q> details; moved 
<cite> to Bonus; warned against “named anchors”; 
removed Nice Nice JPG (peace out, Vanilla); better 
example of using <small> to create subtitles with <h2>; 
better example for <data>; added details about <time> & 
datetime; updated compatibility table for <time> & 
<data>; reformatted <link> rel slide; in Video, moved 
<object>, Video for Everybody Generator, & <embed> 
example to Bonus; re-did <audio> & <video> 
compatibility tables



Changelog 

2017-10-20 1.12: Removed old Safari Reader examples & 
added new ones, including iOS; added tel: & maps: to <a>; 
improved <meta> examples & list; removed useless examples; 
better example of headings & implicit sections; better 
examples of <nav>; hid example in <section> (con’t ↑) 

2017-09-06 1.11: Added screenshots for websites of built-in 
browser dev tools; added websites under Learning; added 
new global attributes & compatibility table: spellcheck, 
accesskey, contenteditable, & hidden



Changelog 

2016-09-23 1.10: Better notation for placeholder images; 
lots of little cleanups of formatting & text; note re: <br>

2016-09-07 1.9: Lots of little fixes; better compatibility 
tables for <main> & many other elements; added that 
<span> & <div> draw boxes; added slide explaining 
polyfills; fixed formatting on several slides 

2016-03-02 1.8: Added slide comparing headings to 
outline; added attributes for <ol>



Changelog 

2016-03-02 1.7: Switched theme to Georgia Pro; forgot to 
format <canvas> as code on support chart; added slide re: 
Microsoft ending support for pre-11 IE; added slide showing 
<ol> for navigation; fixed wording on <p> margins; reformatted 
<hr> pro tip; different recommendations for video & audio 
converters; tons of minor changes & fixes 

2016-01-10 1.6: Added tiny detail to <figure>; added a lot 
more info re: <meta>; added tiny details re: URL fragments in 
<a>; added page about empty mailto links; added tiny detail to 
content models



Changelog 

2015-09-14 1.5: Added HTML Vocabulary; edited a tiny bit in 
<a>; more info about <small>

2015-05-20 1.4: Added slides to beginning re: slides & videos; 
renamed Outlines & Sections to Outlining; moved HTML 
Doctor HTML5 Element Flowchart to Bonus; added pull quote 
examples to <aside>; added example of HTML 4 use of 
<address>; added loop attribute to <video>; listed attributes 
for <video> & <audio> not supported on mobile; added 
example from textbook of heading as section; added example 
from textbook of <figure>



Changelog 

2015-03-06 1.3: Added note about built-in MP4 support in Firefox; 
added video of Kevin Spacey from House of Cards for <aside>; 
added rules & updated image for data-* global attribute; moved 
example of Microsoft Word’s <ins> & <del>; added details about 
resource inlining 

2015-01-12 1.2: Minor typos fixed; moved Safari Reader examples 
to <article> from <main>; fixed <dl> screenshot 

2014-09-13 1.12: Changed “browser” to “rendering engine” almost 
everywhere; fixed text on fake link page; crossed out <hgroup>; 
minor typos fixed



Changelog 

2014-09-11 1.11: Fixed images for <em> & <small>; for 
<ins> & <del>, changed “Microsoft Word” to “word 
processors”; added image of Word’s Track Changes; 
indicated <strike> & <s> was in past; added image of typed 
page for <u>; moved <kbd> & <samp> interactions to Bonus 

2014-09-06 1.10: Added slide defining attributes to Global 
Attributes; added data-* to slide listing Global Attributes; 
added screenshots to lang attribute; added detail to <pre>; 
major re-org of Outlines & Sections



Changelog 

2014-09-04 1.9: Removed <style> example; minor 
textual additions & fixes; moved multiple <meta> note; 
added screenshot after data-* global attribute 

2014-09-02 1.8: Added semantic examples to table; 
removed animation for content categories 

2014-08-15 1.7: Added quotes from IE devs re: 
conditional comments



Changelog 

2014-08-11 1.6: Added Web Design Weekly in Tools; added 
additional slide for placehold.it & removed slide for 
fpoimg.com 

2014-08-09 1.5: Added info re: placeholders in <img> 

2014-08-05 1.4: Added Tools section; added screenshots of 
SVG image maps; added details about alt attribute; updated 
Modernizr, html5shiv, & html5media; added conditional 
comments info; added responsive image replacement with 
<h1>

http://fpoimg.com


Changelog 

2014-08-03 1.3: Moved bonus stuff to Extras section at 
end 

2014-07-28 1.2.3: Fixed <blockquote> & <p>; added 
slides for Reader 

2014-07-28 1.2.2: Removed <big> 

2014-07-27 1.2.1: Improved Outlines & Sections



Changelog 

2014-07-21 1.2: Shortened to get rid of obsolete or 
confusing stuff 

2014-05-15 1.1.2: Improved URL table in <a> 

2014-05-12 1.1.1: Various fixes for errors 

2014-05-11 1.1: Updated to new format
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